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In the spirit of freedom, 
Amnesty celebrates humanity. 
Pullout Section 
es, BOG officials meet privately 
"dent Stan Rives had a pri-
eeting with the Board of 
ors' chair and chancellor 
y, but it apparently will 
impact on his impending 
tion, said BOG spokes-
Michelle Brazell. 
s met with Thomas Lay-
hancellor of the Board of 
ors and Chair Bob Ruiz. 
meeting was private and a 
al matter, so I really can ' t 
the details," said Brazell. 
II also would not discuss 
ic of the meeting. "It was a 
meeting and I'm not going 
about it," he said. 
hough she wouldn't com;. 
on the exact topic of the 
meeting, Brazell did say it was 
related to Rives' evaluation by 
the Board of Governors. 
"The meeting was an outgrowth 
of the evaluation and to continue 
discussion with Rives," Brazell 
said, adding that the meeting will 
have no impact on the evaluation. 
Rives met with the Board of 
Governors for· his annual evalua-
tion on Sept. 26 along with the 
presidents form the other four 
BOG universities. 
Rives was the only president to 
continue talks with the board after 
the initial day of evaluations. 
The Rives administration has 
been under fire since the spring 
semester of 1991 when allegedly 
improper hirings came to light 
through BOG investigations. 
The continuance of the evalua-
tion has been postponed indefi-
nitely, acfording to the BOG. 
"There ' s a slight possibility 
(the evaluation) will happen at the 
board meeting next week," said 
Brazell, referring to the Board of 
Governors meeting Oct. 16 and 
17. 
Layzell said although no defi-
nite date has been set for the con-
tinuation of the evaluation, he 
said "it's a possibility" the evalu-
ation will continue at the BOG 
meeting next week. 
Layzell refused to comment on 
whether the university should be 
alarmed by the continued delayal 
of Rives' evaluation. 
Rives and Ruiz were unavail-
able for comment Thursday. 
r fumes make library uncomfortable 
construction of the new 
t Booth Library is making 
an unsafe and uncom-
e place to work, study and 
uct classes, according to 
student workers and faculty 
rs at Booth. 
ce the end of August, 
trial Roofing Co., from 
n, has been removing the 
aky roof from Booth and 
on a new roof. 
ording to Doug Clark and 
ontgue, two men working 
project, the job was pre-
to take 51 days, and should 
"shed within three to four 
weeks. 
Montgue whose been roofing 
for 20 years, said the effects from 
the fumes are only temporary. 
Since the construction of the 
roof began, there have been many 
complaints from instructors, 
workers and students about the 
fumes and smoke generated from 
the "cold tar pitches" that are 
lined up on the outside of the 
library. 
Students walking past the 
library complain that the fumes 
give them headaches, tight feel-
ings in their lungs and breathing 
problems. 
"When I walked by Coleman, 
it made breathing difficult," said 
sophomore Lori Vail,· a special 
education major. "I have asthma 
and it's already acting up without 
these fumes." · 
"It gives me a headache every 
time I walk by," added senior 
Dorene Insel, a fashion merchan-
dising major. 
Laura Rankin, a senior hospi-
tality major said, "It makes me 
dizzy, because I have to hold my 
breath when I walk by," while 
Jason Flick, a sophomore speech 
communications major, added, 
"It's very distracting and 
extremely annoying." 
The fumes from the tar are 
most difficult on the offices in the 
t Continued on page 2 
Road trip 
Panther football squad 
travels to Indiana State. 
Page 12 
Thanks 
• 
Pamela Parker receil'ed a check from the newly-funded Sean McKinney 
Scholarship at Thursday night's RHA meeting in Stel'enson Hall 
Lobby. 
eat oJ faculty strike 
ers on a.s talks continue 
Hill appointed acting VP Qf academic affairs 
Board of Governors and 
rsity Professionals of 
is are still negotiating 
contracts this week in 
teld, but considerations 
een made for a strike 
id UPI President Mitch 
he two groups do not 
any progress in their 
tions by Friday, Vogel 
PI's negotiating team 
recommend that the 
s executive board issue a 
vote next week to the 
presented faculty at the 
niversities. 
UPI is the union that 
ents BOG university's 
e faculty votes in favor 
'ke, the members of the 
ill be notified at their 
meeting on Wednes-
gel said. 
· e is the second worst 
we have," said Vogel. 
orst option available to 
· ntinuing the financial 
status quo." 
The process of administering 
the democratic vote will be 
determined by the executive 
board, he added. 
The faculty represented by 
UPI has requested salary equity 
with national averages, better 
health care benefits and early 
retirement options. 
The previous contract ex-
pired on Sept. 1. 
BOG Spokeswoman Mi-
chelle Brazell told the Asso-
ciated Press Wednesday that in 
the event of a strike, "the 
schools would stay open until it 
becomes impossible to do so." 
Governors· State University 
used administrators in teaching 
positions during a strike there 
in 1973, Brazell added. 
However, she said that strike 
occurred before there was a 
system-wide union representing 
the BOG university's faculty. 
Before the UPI can strike 
they must complete mediation, 
terminate the contract exten-
sion and notify the BOG of an 
intent to strike. 
By JILL SAUTER 
Administration editor 
Barbara Hill, dean of the 
College of Applied Sciences, 
was appointed Thursday as the 
acting provost and vice presi-
dent of academic affairs effec-
tive Oct. 21. 
The position was vacated by 
Robert Kindrick when he took a 
similar job at the University of 
Montana in September. 
"During this transition, I 
think I can be a positive force in 
moving academic affairs for-
ward," Hill said in a University 
Relations news release Thurs-
day. 
Hill nas been the dean of 
applied sciences .since 1984, and 
said the experience will be use-
ful in her new position. 
"I felt I had skills that would 
be helpful in this particular 
position," she said. "I felt I 
could be a very positive contri-
bution to the (academic affairs) 
office." 
Hill was selected by President 
Stan Rives with input from a 14-
member search committee, vice 
presidents, deans and the Fae-
ulty Senate. 
The members of the search 
committee, who were chosen 
two weeks ago, were representa-
tives from the Council on 
Academic Affairs, Council of 
Deans, Council on Teacher 
Education, Council on Graduate 
Studies, Faculty Senate, Student 
Senate, a presidential app1oint-
ment, a department chair and the 
director of Affirmative Action. 
Hill said the search will be 
conducted to fill her position in 
the College of Applied Sci-
ences, but she would not com-
ment on whether or not she was 
interested in pursuing the per-
manent vice president position. 
An acting administrator is 
still being sought for the posi-
tion of associate vice president 
of academic affairs, which has 
been vacant since Charles 
Colbert became vice president 
for business affairs. 
Colbert was appointed to his 
present position when former 
Vice President for Business 
Affairs Verna Armstrong was 
reassigned from the university 
amid controversy and allega-
tions of illegal hiring practices 
Barbara Hill 
under her leadership. 
Hill received her bachelor's, 
master's and specialist's degree 
· in educational administration 
from Eastern, and came to the 
university in 1969 as a professor 
of home economics education. 
Hill also has served as the 
first dean for the school of home 
economics when it was formed. 
as well as assistant dean. 
lA· 
Keyboard festival fit 
for pian·o players 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Staff writer 
The Decatur Area Multi-
Keyboard Festival Saturday will 
feature piano teachers and 
young piano players, whose 
ages range from seven to 16 
years old. 
Festival musicians will begin 
their concert at 7 p.m . in the 
Doudna Fine Arts Center and 
perform a variety of musical 
compositions; The musicians 
will practice individual pieces 
and duets for most of the day. 
"This is a motivational eve_nt 
for students who work for 
weeks or months to perform 
their pieces, said Karen Sanders, 
an Eastern professor of piano. 
"It also allows them to learn a 
repertoire they wouldn ' t nor-
mally perform." 
Gary Zwicky, director and 
general coordinator of the event, 
said "Because piano players 
don ' ralways get a chance to 
perform together, it really helps 
their sense of rhythm to play in' 
a duet." 
Zwicky added that there will 
be about 15 different groups 
playing at about eight different 
levels, ranging from beginner to 
advanced. 
The all-day festival and the 
evening concert. which are 
sponsored by the Decatur Area 
Music Teachers Association, are 
open to the public. 
The admission to the concert 
is free to Eastern students and 
children and $2.50 to all others. 
Friday, October 11, 1991 
Opera audition 
winners advance 
to New York City 
By STEVE LYSAKER 
Staff writer 
Winners from the Metro-
politan Opera National Council 
Central Illinois District audi-
tions Sunday will advance to 
the regional auditions in 
Chicago. 
Those who advance will 
then have the opportunity to 
advance to the national semi-
finals and finals held in New 
York City next March. 
Final winners will get to per-
form at the Metropolitan Opera 
House in New York with the 
Metropolitan Opera Orchestra, 
and will receive $10,000. The 
winners also may be consid~ 
erect for a contract with the 
Metropolitan Opera House. 
"This gives young singers a 
chance to become known," said 
Jerry Daniels, district director. 
The Dally Eastern Ne 
Chl1s 
WHERE THE WEEKEND STARTS AT 4:00 
FRIDAY - $1 25 LONGNECKS 
$300 BUDLIGHT &.. MILLER LITE PITCHERS 
DOMINO'S PIZZA SLICES $1 00 
SATIJRDAY - "BABY BOTILE NIGHT'' 
BABY BOl IL£S 50( 
'The Cutest Beers In Town' 
DOMINO'S PIZZA SLICES $1 00 
TRIVIA QUESTIONS FOR FREE PRIZES 
LIVE D.J. &.. DANCING ALL WEEKEND 
CHECK OUT OUR NEWLY REMODELED DANCE FLOOR 
FROM PAGE ONE 
Tar 
t From page one 
bottom level of Booth Library. 
Sophomore English major Alecia Mapes, a stu-
dent worker for the honors program office in the 
library said , "The stench gives me a headache, 
which hinders my work." 
University Archivi st Bob Hillman also has an 
office located in the library. and said many student 
workers have gone home sick from the fumes in the 
last month. 
Hillman said there should be better ventilation in 
the library for something like thi s. 
Larry Wood, assistant director of audio visuals. 
said. "Yes. people complain about the conditions 
now, but they'd complain about the conditions if the 
roof was leaking. 
"We have no choice but to just live with it," Wood 
added. 
Joe Hueman of the speech communications 
department is infuriated by the conditions. and is 
concerned about the possible health hazards that 
might exist. . 
"I filed a union grievance for an unsafe working 
situation, and I'm not hav ing. class there again until 
something is done about it," Hueman said. "I don't 
want to put my students or myself at risk." 
Fri. & Sat.-- Kramer & Co. and his 
. Laser Light Show 
Send 
your Sweetie a 
Sweetest Day D J • HT. H • • Mike I aCO Ledesma 
. f s7.t.. Oci i~h-~Ba~ bY P~Pui; i:)~;;,~~d! 
I. Chicago s Poor Boys playing alterna-y 
· · ·tive Rock-n~Roll . Doors open 9:30 p.m. 
Personal 
in 
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PASSION A ASHLEY B 
FLOWER 
The times we' ve 
shared have been 
memorable. 
Love Romeo 
' 
Love is only chatter, 
Friends are all that 
matter. 
Jenny 
BlG "A" 
As long 
you're he 
my heart 
always ch 
LoveJ 
' ly Eastern ~ws T Frid~y. October 1 i', 1991 3A 
oney increases for Martinsville dump hearings 
which is a total of$156,000. 
' ' "We're trying to be as frugal as we can," 
Wieck said. "We're sorry we have spent this 
the hearings to determine whether a 
d low-level radioactive dump site · 
artinsville can be built presses on, the 
spent to hold the hearings each day 
es to increase. 
We will not receive the funds unless we need to use them. 
much. We've already proven this is not an 
adequate site." 
Wieck said the hearings were expected to 
end in the middle of July, but said he is not 
upset with the extension of the hearing dates. 
nses for the hearings have come from 
tions, according to Patti Thompson, 
r of communication for the Illinois 
ent of Nuclear Safety. 
Bill Wieck, president 
Concerned Citizens for Clark County 
'' 
"We're happy the Compact Commission 
has allowed us to have the funds continue." 
Wieck said. "They never expected it to go 
this far." 
ey is not only being spent on the 
witnesses and lawyers of all the partic-
involved in the hearings, but also on 
era! costs such as the rent for the 
down so we could get a more reliable figure," 
Thompson added. 
continue their participation in the hearings. 
PRO received $91,500 and Concerned 
Citizens received $170,000. 
Joe Boyer, president of PRO, said 90 per-
cent of the people involved with the hearings 
are getting tired of the extensions of addition-
al hearing dates. 
where the hearings are held. 
ere's no easy place to set it up," 
n said. 
hearings are now being conducted at 
erican Legion Hall in Martinsville, 
~ority of the meetings took place in 
·nsville High School Gymnasium. 
rent of the gym and the general logis'-
Not only are large sums of money being 
spent by state organizations, but money is 
also being spent by local non-profit organiza-
tions, who as of yet have not presented their 
cases in the hearings. 
Each group presented the Compact 
Commission with a projected budget, which 
listed the expected costs of continuing the 
hearings for 40 more days, based on the 
amount of money already spent by each. 
"More people away from town come (tQ 
the hearings) instead of the local people:· 
Boyer said. 
PRO established their projected expense 
budget of expert witness fees and attorney's 
fees. including preparation costs of the testi-
monies, hearing dates, site visits and travel 
expenses. 
the hearings are all things that add to 
Bill Wieck, president of Concerned 
Citizens for Clark County, which is the group 
against the site, said his group has depleted 
the money allotted to them in the beginning. 
Before the hearings, the Midwest Compact 
Commission granted $150,000 in funds to 
Concerned Citizens and $30,000 to People 
for Responsible Opportunities, which is the 
group supporting the site. 
"We will not receive the funds unless we 
need to use them," Wieck said of the project-
ed budget. "Our funds are limited as com-
pared to the other organizations such as the 
IDNS and Chem-NuClear." 
Attorn~y's fees and expenses alone for 
PRO were set at $56,240 for the initial 20 
days of hearings. The cost of each of the 
three expert witnesses ranged from about 
$7,000 to about $15,000. 
nse," Thompson said, adding that 
chairs, sound systems and an air con-
ng system were all part of the funds 
theIDNS. 
don't have a solid figure," Thompson 
the IDNS' expenses. "It has -been a 
gh. 
ve been trying to get that all nailed 
Both PRO and Concerned Citizens· 
received additional money they requested in 
September from the Compact Commission to 
Concerned Citizens listed on their budget 
the cost of expert witnesses set at $50,649, 
legal expenses at $25,000 and travel and 
equipment at more than $9,000. The group 
also broke down the expenses of future hear-
ings for the next 44 days at $2,500 per day, 
"Most people are getting fed up with the 
expense:," Boyer said. 
The hearings are set to continue at 8 a.m. 
Friday and continue through the weekend. 
hite America' sends 
werful race message 
White America," written by 
'n Duberman, is a play that 
in conveying a powerful 
e about American society. 
production, directed by C. 
chette, opened Wednesday 
at 8 p.m. on the main-
Qf the Doudna Fine Arts 
and will run for eight more 
e play basically relates the 
of the black American's 
le through American histo-
'ng with the colonial days 
slave trade to the times of 
segregation in the 1960s 
the play was written. 
three actors and four ac-
s in the play each gave an 
ible performance in a play 
as not written for entertain-
t, but was written to make 
le aware of the roles the 
American has played 
out history. 
characters that the perform-
IVIDUAL ROOMS 
u Carry The Key" 
Rex & Don's Warehouse 
130, Charleston, Illinois 61920 
Phone • 345-3334 
iht Phone • 345-5850 
Mary Thomason - Owners 
(fl\ 
PANTHER 
LOUNGE 
----IDAV NITE 
25¢ 
JURDAY NITE 
25¢ 
DRAFTS 
Review 
ers portrayed ranged from slaves, 
slave-owners, abolitionists, presi-
dents and influential leaders. 
Vivid historical speeches from 
Abraham Lincoln, Thomas Jeff-
erson, Woodrow Wilson, Nat 
Tucker and John Brown were 
dynamically re-enacted by the 
seven actors. 
It was very easy for me to see 
why this play won a Vernon Rice 
Award during it's 1963-64 off-
Broadway season as I was almost 
moved to tears during a scene 
depicting a young black girl being 
forced from an all-white school. 
This play will definitely make 
anyone of any race who sees it 
think about their own attitudes 
towards people of any other race. 
The cost for the play is only $3 
for students, $5 for senior citizens 
and children and $6 for adults. 
Tickets are available at the 
University Theater Ticket office. 
Student arrested on DUI charge 
By CATHY MYERS 
and CHRIS SEPER 
Staff writers 
decided Kernan was unfit to drive. P~~l~e~ In Charleston Police Department ~~ ~~ reports: 
At 2:26 a.m. Sunday, campus 
police officers apprehended an 
alleged drunk driver who had been 
traveling northbound on Sixth 
Street. 
Eastern student Thomas Kernan, 
29, who lives off campus, was 
charged with driving under the 
influence, illegal transportation of 
alcohol, violation of a restricted 
permit and driving the wrong way 
on a one way street. 
· Seized after the arrest from 
Kernan was one full and unopened 
12-ounce can of Keystone Light 
beer, on~ half-full open can o_f 
Keystone Light and a New York 
State conditional driver's license. 
"It depends on him," said Kevin 
Kersey, assistant police chief, on 
what will happen to Kernan. "A 
driver's license suspension goes 
into affect in 45 days. He does have 
a state receipt to drive (until then). 
If he blows it in 45 days, then he 
gets a (minimum) three month sus-
pension." 
Kersey pointed out that if the 
charge is not Kernan 's first offense 
- although Kersey said Kernan was 
probably given the three-month 
judgement because it was his first 
offense - Kernan could face a 
license suspension of at least two 
years. 
Officer Mike Elam stated in the 
campus police report that he was 
heading southbound on Sixth Street 
when he noticed a car's headlights 
facing him and coming northbound. 
Sixth Street travels one way south. 
After the car, a blue 1991 Chevy 
Cavalier, pulled into a driveway 
and turned around, Elam pulled the 
car over. He said he noticed a smell 
of alcohol and observed poor coor-
dination on the part of Kernan 
when he requested his driver's 
license. 
Elam administered a turn and 
walk test, a horizontal gaze test and 
a one feg test, all tests to determine 
if Kernan had been drinking alco-
hol. After the tests. Elam said he 
On Your Marks ... 
Get Set ... 
PARTY! 
11 :00 AM - 1 AM 
Saturday, Oct. 12th 
at My Place Lounge - 7th St. 
• Three Nintendo game car-
tridges worth a total of more than 
$125 were found missing on Oct. 5 
by children at #186 University 
Estates. 
Mary Davis, who is the mother 
of the children, believes that her 
trailer was broken into when the 
family was gone on Oct. l. 
On Monday evening; Davis went 
to close the back door to the trailer 
and noticed it broken and the screen 
torn. Entry was gained by to the 
trailer by a thief or thieves who 
reached through the screen and 
turned the door knob, police reports 
said. 
• A garage was ransacked and 
items valued at more than $125 
were reported missing at 3: 11 p.m. 
Wednesday at 344 W. Van Buren 
Ave. 
Lester Trueblood, 59, 1900 11th 
St., reported an electric motor, rock-
ing chair and radio and record play-
er missing to the police. He also 
noticl!d a pile of wood knocked 
over in the garage. 
99 KEGS! 50¢ Drafts 
Come Cheer On BIG Wheels & 
Hear Music By: 
-Hello David (Formerly Good?) 
Proceeds Donated to Charleston 
Recreation & Park Board 
o!~~ Eastern News 
OPINION 
page 
Editorials represent the opinion 
of the editorial board. Columns 
are the opinion of the author. 
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1991 
WSU escapes 
with questions· 
left unanswered 
The formation of the White Student Union 
on Eastern's campus has been making the 
headlines, not only of The Daily Eastern News 
but of Champaign-Urbana's The News-
GJzette. 
And just recently Champaign's CBS televi-
sion affilitate WC/A. 
WSU founder Doug Hettinger's first 
description of the WSU was that it was an 
organization to promote "majority" interests, 
and then he said that the group was not 
"anti-minority." Edlto rial We cannot accept those 
-------· as complete answers. 
So, what is the purpose of Hettinger's 
organization? . 
Is there a real purpose to the White 
Student Union? 
Is the WSU designed to promote the inter-
ests of .the "majority," or is it just Hettinger' s 
way to get some free press to alienate 
minorities? 
Minority students on campus feel as if they 
are being attacked with the formation of the 
WSLJ. 
And we have to ask what point Hetting~r 
was trying to make. 
Was he saying that the "majority" students 
on campus feel intimidated· by the Black 
Student Union and the Hispanic Student 
Union? 
There are many questions as to why the 
WSU was formed, and Hettinger is not giving 
any answers. 
The cancellation of the group's first meet-
ing, though best for the university, eliminated 
a chance to obtain these answers. 
In Wednesday's edition of The News Black 
Student Union president Kevin Evans said, "It 
is a suprise and a shame that he had to go 
through all of that to try and discredit the 
Black Student Union as an organization." Is 
that really what Hettinger was setting out to 
do? 
Regardless, Hettinger caused a campus-
wide disturbance that we hope he will now 
allow to settle. 
The way that it looks no one will ever really 
find out what the WSU was all about as 
Hettinger said Wednesday that he is off "to 
attend the Conservative Student Convention 
in Forsyth County, Ga." 
We hope that WSU's chapter in Eastern's 
history is now over. 
• \t i\11&\\ti\ I hate Illinois Nazis . . Joliet Jake Blues, 
from the Blues Brothers 
' -:~< ) ...... .:.. &.) t ~,., \ ~! ,,;, . 
Discrimination comes in all forms in socie 
The White Student Union -
what a way to stir up the cam-
pus, create conversation in 
classes where before there were 
just glazed eyes and subtle 
snores. I can't think of any topic 
that makes people more angry 
or divides people more than 
racism or discrimination, and 
that's understandable. 
No one can argue that blacks Penny 
- African-Americans - haven't Weaver 
been oppre~sed, discriminated ------• 
against, etc. , in our society. No one should take 
that away from blacks, Hispanics, or any other 
minority group. But I think sometimes minorities -
mainly blacks - do things that segregate them and 
don't help to gain them equality with whites. 
Take the Miss Black EIU pageant, for example. It 
is supposedly held because blacks believe they 
don't 'have a fair chance at our homecoming queen 
pageant or other pageants on campus, and that a 
Miss Black EIU pageant is needed because our 
homecoming queen is like "Miss White EIU." I'm 
not interested in arguing with those ideas, but my 
point is that things like the Miss Black EIU pageant 
and the Black Student Union can serve to further 
segregate blacks. Of course, the BSU provides 
blacks with a union , where they can band together 
as a group and help each other - which is good -
but It also separates them even more from other 
races. 
Perhaps it would be better, instead of having the 
Miss Black EIU pageant, to work more on home-
coming, Miss Lincoln Trail, or other similar beauty 
pageants to ensure that people of all races have a 
fair chance at_ winning. Perhaps more women of 
minorities should apply for such pageants. 
But what is a minority, anyway? Too often we 
concentrate on skin color as a prerequisite for 
someone who can be called part of a minority, but 
there are all kinds of minorities. Fat people, women, 
and - think about it - ugly or unattractive people 
are also subject to discrimination. 
In fact, In some ways, blacks are far ahead of 
FROM THE PEN • • • 
other minorities in their road to equality. 
for example, are still one of the most discl 
against but ignored minorities in ours 
Women of all races are subject to sexual 
ment, lower salaries than their male counte 
the same job, etc. 
And another " invisible minority" are fat 
Our society trains us to believe that anyo 
Isn't stick-thin is fat, and fat means ugly, so 
led to believe. 
Then there are homosexuals - another gr 
subject to severe discrimination and hatre 
are still one of the most oppressed, hate 
actually feared groups in our society. 
But the bottom line to all of this is that di 
nation is a fact of life. We'll never get rid 
there' ll always be bigots out there. Life isn't 
know, and it never will be to certain extents. 
reality. 
I don' t think a White Student Union is need 
even anything more than a joke on this cam 
don't know what the theme or aim of it was 
posed to be, but I can't realistically see a pu 
for it. Sure, sueh an organization could fight r 
discrimination, but can we form an organizatio 
every little thing in life? How about a "People-
are-left-handed Union," or a "Red-haired, 5'6" 
Union," or a "People-who-don't-wear-Reebok-
Union "? 
The fact is that, no matter how many grou 
form to try to support each other and perpe 
certain causes, some people's attitudes just 
ever change. Some people will never realize 
people of all races or sexuaf orientation or s 
make-up are still people. 
And when you come right down to it, all 
are basically the same - we've got our faults, 
of which we can help, some we'll always have 
all we can do Is do the best we can and rem 
that everyone - regardless of race, religion or 
size - deserves an equal chance in life. 
Penny Weaver is the associate news editor 
guest columnist for The Dally Eastern News. 
Rich Bird/MikeCham 
AoJ. I lA.X)u/d L; ke 
Vle4Rf 
Your turn 
BSU president: · · 
Hettinger's group 
was not a threat 
Dear editor: 
I am writing about the contro-
versy on campus for the past few 
weeks caused by Doug Hettln-
ger1s Idea of forming a White 
Student Union. 
In last Friday's The Daily 
Eastern News, Hettinger rnade 
inaccurate accusations of threats 
from BSU members concerning 
the WSU. This may have led read-
ers to believe the BSU was attack-
ing the Idea of a WSU when that 
was not the truth. The truth is the 
only statements quoted on behalf 
of the BSU were that we did not 
oppose anyone starting an orga-
nization and we did not have any 
further comment until we knew 
the purpose of Hettinger's orga-
nization. However, now it seems 
to be clear that Hettinger's pur-
pose was to make a mockery of 
the BSU and HSU minority orga-
nizations. Hettinger's recent com-
ment of a trip to Forsyth County, 
Ga., a white racist county, reflects 
racism also. This is not a threat to 
the members of the BSU because 
we are used to dealing with 
racism. We are also used to ele-
vating our minds above igno-
rance. 
Anyone that knows what the 
Black Student Union is about 
knows that we are a respectable 
organization with a legitimate 
purpose on Eastern's campus. 
This entire Incident will be put 
behind us, and the BSU will con-
tinue to focus on matters of 
importance to our organization. 
Kevin EvAns 
BSU president 
Reader has a 
few questions 
for WSU 
Dear editor: 
I have with interest followed the 
recent furor over Mr. Hettinger' s 
White Student Union (WSU). 
Some seem to think that the 
WSU will serve to advance the 
Interests of the white majority 
while others argue that I 
purpose is to irritate min 
such as blacks and Hispa 
does seem to me that at t 
the WSU accomplishes little 
than provoke and mock v, 
minorities. 
Nonetheless, I have great 
that once the initial fur 
media attention wane, the 
will address the many Im 
questions that face our 
guered white majority. 
For e~ample: Why should 
white males toil through 
schools in order to become 
and investment bankers 
blacks can get first crack at 
the sanitation department 
attending clearly Inferior 
Would Kitty Carlisle re 
risen to her position of pr 
If she had been black? 
country is called "Holland 
people called "Dutch"? 
It's truly a tribute to 
that we have brave 
Americans such as Mr. 
who are willing to crea 
to address these issues. 
Name withheld 
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es increase at alarming rate 
hundred seventy-five 
residents and more than 
ividuals nationwide died 
· past year. according to a 
recently issued by the 
f the Illinois State Fire 
ntinuing effort to lower 
' tics, the Charleston Fire 
t is participating in the 
nnual National Fire 
Week sponsored by the 
Fire Protection Associa-
eston Fire Chief Tom 
said several firefighters 
he Charleston Fire 
t will visit all of the area 
ools and high schools to 
nts about fire safety. 
going t9 the schools to 
kids about stop. drop and 
• Charleston Fire Chief 
n. Watson was referring 
to the method of rolling 9neself .on 
the ground to put out a fire on 
clothes or the body. 
"We 're also having fire drills at 
each school so students can become 
familiar with an evacuation routine, 
and we 're teaching them how to 
plan escape routes from their 
homes," Watson said. 
In addition, the Charleston Fire 
Department is co-hosting an infor-
mational public awareness program 
with the Charleston McDonald's, 
12 W. Lincoln Ave. The program. 
which will take place Saturday 
. morning at McDonald's, will pro-
vide free prevention literature for 
adults and free balloo,ns for chil-
dren. 
"Fire Won't Wait - Plan Your 
Escape" is the national theme, 
while the local theme will focus on 
the upkeep and maintenance of 
smoke dete~tors, Watson said. 
"Participation in National Fire 
Prevention Week' by Illinois fire 
service organizations is important 
because it increases public fire safe-
ty awareness," said Illinois State 
Fire Marshal Thomas Armstead of 
the awareness week. which will 
continue through Saturday. 
· "Education can help reduce the 
number of fire deaths and injuries 
in Illinois." 
"We hope to emphasize the 
importance of keeping smoke 
detectors operational," Watson said. 
"One of the biggest problems I've 
seen is the fact that people just ' 
don't maintain them or check them 
regularly." 
Both the national and local 
awareness programs are stressing 
the importance of planning a fire 
escape route before a fire actually 
occurs. 
"There is evidence that a well-
rehearsed home escape plan can 
provide extra time to escape a fire," 
Armstead said. "Fire won't wait, so 
planning an escape may save your 
life." 
inger disputes content of News story· 
Student Union founder 
ttinger said Wednesday. 
was never a hoax. The 
ly changed its format." 
r, who had to cancel the 
t meeting due to a "last-
"tch," said the statements 
Student Body President 
·ce in Wednesday's edi-
he Daily Eastern News 
and she never called the WSU a "The White Student Union's 
"hoax." Campus Clip, as it was worded. 
"What I said was that (Hettinger) would have had to run as a paid 
' never thought he would get this announcement. said Stuart Tart. 
type of response." Price added. News editor in chief. "When we 
'Tm not sure where the word were unable to reach Mr. Hettinger. 
'hoax' came from." we rewrote the clip so that it could 
Hettinger said. "As an elected still run.' ' 
student government official, she The policy for Campus Clips 
should not speculate on a student states that any clip that is illegible 
organization that she has no know!- or contains conflicting information 
edge of." · will not be run. 
Hettinger also said a Campus The WSU's first meeting, which 
Clip he submitted to the news was was scheduled for Wednesday, was 
ership of the WSU has "censored." canceled because the group had yet 
ken to Martha Price as The Campus Clip. which was not to find an adviser. Hettinger said 
s," Hettinger added. He printed in its original form by the the group was still looking for an 
his group "has never News, stated, "Due to the likelihood adviser. 
ce ID the BSU.~J. ...:-·.,,; -~ .. of"constant oti'fSf~- ini:erreiebce-ana·- - 4 - Heninger.; ·3:" senior accounting 
·, T~J)j9.a,y11q9\\j~yer1 ...... tbe prospects of an overly diverse . major, said he found out about the 
"had many dis:Cussions membership. the WSU has opted "glitch" Tuesday afternoon, adding 
·nger). He ~~lls just about against a weekly meeting format in that he thought everything was 
,"she said, but-added that favor of a beautiful trip to Forsyth taken care of in the campus 
rmation reported in County. Ga .. and a periodic scheduling office. 
y's story was incorrect. newsletter.'' · 
Eastern Illinois University Theatre 
presents 
In, Wkttt Amttittt 
featuring & benefiting the Unity Gospel Choir 
by Martin B. Duberman 
8p.m.October9, 10, 11, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19 
2 p.m. October 13, 20 
on the Mainstage -- Doudna Fine Arts Center 
·. $6 Adults, $5 Senior Citizen .& Youth, $3 EIU $tudents 
Phone 581 ·311 O for ticket info. & reservations 
Mon.-Fri. 1 :-5 p.m. and one hour before performances. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ...................... 
~ We Deliver 
345-2466 11 am - 11 pm 
CHICKEN SANDWICH, FRIES & 20 OZ. DRINK 
P-NUT 
HAPPY 2QTH BIRTH.DAY! 
I HOPE TO SPEND 
MANY MORE WITH YOU. 
LOVE ALWAYS, 
STEVE 
Pagliai's Pizza 
Large Thin Single Item 
& Qt. of Coke 
For the Low Price of 
$7 .95 plus tax 
Not valid with any other offer 
Open Daily 4 pm - 1 am 
2 am on Weekends 
345-3400 
Expires 11 /16/91 
THIKSTY'S 
- ' > ,.;. •N ,,. """"""· ; • ';.# -'" .;, • .;~ ""'-%.o#W' ,, 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
BEEK WAR 
~=------------15¢ 
PITCHERS -------- $1 .fill 
LITE • G.D. LT. • BUD • BUD LT. 
LONGNECKS 75¢ 
ST. PAULI GIRL 
LONGNECKS- - - - - - -
y pay the lowest rate in mediocre 
, when you can tan for a low price 
·n great, well-maintaned beds? 
Call about 
specials 
348-5812 
LIVEA:TEDS i . 
FRIDAY SATURDAY 
r--~7~----~------,r----------------, 
: "TEL.L YOU~ : : ''JOKER X- : 
• MAMA"' 11 PREs·· ,s·~. .. 1 I · · · · I I . · ... . · .... ·· ..... I 
: with Bob Hiltebeital ·: : Formerly "Cheap Thrills" : 
1 formerly KatzKat I I songs by Tesla, Badlands, : 
: Rock-n-Roll Shaw : : Queensryche and Bullet Boys 1 
I Admission $1 (8-1 ow/coupon) I 1 Admission $1 (8-10 w/coupon) I 
L---~--~---------~L----------------~ 
is proud to announce 
Beth Dvorak 
as its sister of the month 
• 
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Deans voice opinions on course hours 
By TYLER PIERCE 
Staff writer 
The Council on Academic 
Affairs Thursday heard important 
testimony from deans and other 
representatives from Eastern 's six 
colleges concerning the subject of 
academic majors. 
Those testimonies were in 
response to the Study of Under-
graduate Education's recommen-
dations on the review of majors. 
The study makes seven specific 
recommendations of what an aca-
demic major should do for stu-
dents. 
Dean Jon Laible of the College 
of Liberal Arts and Sciences 
began the council's hearings by 
giving his views on the SUE 
report. Laible responded positively 
to a section of the report that rec-
ommended that a major "provide 
its students with a capstone experi-
ence, such as a senior project or 
seminar, that evaluates their grasp 
of the methodology of the disci-
pline and its power and limita-
tions." 
"I agree with that 100 percent," 
Laible told the CAA. "As far as 
LAS is concerned, I would love to 
see a capstone course in every 
major." 
Laible voiced concerns about suggested to the council that the 
the number of hours that it takes integrity of the departments and 
students to complete their under- the choice of the departments to 
graduate studies at Eastern. lead the majors in the direction 
"The hardest issue we have to they choose needs to be preserved. 
deal with is how many hours it "We're just going to trust in the 
takes to graduate," he said. competence and collective wis-
Joyce Crouse, assistant dean in dom of the council and wish you 
the College of Applied Sciences, good luck," Schlinsog told the 
shared Laible's concern about the council. 
time needed to complete the The CAA also approved a 
degree program. report of the Committee on Ass-
"We urge that a decision about essment, which President Stan 
the number of hours in a major be Rives asked the council to exam-
made as soon as possible," she ine. 
said. "(The report) essentially report-
The Study on Undergraduate ed that each unit with a program 
Education suggests that "faculty needs to identify its objectives, 
advisers should convey to pro- . come up with a way to evaluate 
spective students the time needed those objectives, and also to have 
to complete the degree program." a procedure to improve programs 
The document suggests that according to whatever data they 
fewer than 70 hours in a program gather," CAA Chair Ken Sutton 
will require eight semesters; 70-78 said. 
hours in a program will require In other action, the council 
nine semesters; and more than 78 approved three philosophy course 
hours in a program will require ten proposals and a revision in the 
semesters to complete. philosophy major. 
Dean Vaughn Jaenike of the "The main reason they were 
College of Fine Arts told the coun- making these changes was that 
cil that his college endorses all of they were going to make the pro-
the recommendations on the · gram more contemporary and less 
majors included in the SUE report. historical in character," Sutton 
George Schlinsog, associate said. 
dean in the College of Education, 
• • • • • • • • SATURDAY AT: 
THIRSTY'S Q B ' I PITCHERS 
. . s $200 
LITE -G.D.-HIGHLIFE 
QUARTS - 150 
Restaurant & Catering 
WEEKEND BREAKFAST 
SPECIAL " 
2 Eggs with Hash Brown~ & 1 /2 
order of Biscuits & Gravy with 
Bacon or Sausage 
Breakfast Served 
Saturday 7-11 :30 am 
and Sunday 7-2:00 pm 
7th and Madison 
(one block North of the Square) 
345-7427' 
Open 7 Days A Week 
FANTASY 
NIGHT ! 
7 5 ¢ Purple Hooters 
$1® Screwdrivers 
$1 ~ Slow Screw 
$2® Sex on the Beach '. THIRSTYS KEG SERVICE 
MIL. BEST - 29°0 NAT. LT. - 3400 
50 FREE CUPS WITH EACH KEG 
ICE-LARGE BAG 50¢ 
Lacey Giveways - ALL NIGHT ! 
OPEN - FRI & SAT - 9 AM-1) AM & 7:30PM-1 :OOA.M .• 
Jerry's Pizza & Pub 
345-2844 
WHY 
"PLAY 
GAMES? 
Call Jerry's for a Great Hot 
Pizza Delivered to Your House 
or Room 
2 Large Single Ingredient Pizzas 
$16.00 
Large Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$8.25 
Delivered 345-2844 
Large Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$9.50 
Delivered 345-2844 
Small Single 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$6.35 
Delivered 345-2844 
Small Two 
Ingredient Pizza and 
Quart of Coke 
$7.25 
Delivered 345-2844 
- . ~.:s..~· . 
FREE FOOD BUFFET 8 • 9:30 P.M. *with purchase 
• 
HOMECOMING 199 
* WINDOW PAINTING 
-
WHERE: 
WHEN: 
.UNION WALKWA 
OCTOBER 12 & 1 
10 A.M.-5 P.M. 
NEWS, SPORTS, 
EDITORIALS, CLASSIFIEDS- The 
All for YOU in ... 
The 
Daily Eastern 
·News 
In a tradition of raising awareness 
on Eastern's campus, Amnesty Inter-
national is sponsoring the fourth 
annual Freedom Fest starting at 
noon Saturday at the Campus Pond. 
Eastern' s Amnesty International 
group, which has ab.out 25 mem-
bers, is sponsoring Freedom Fest to 
raise awareness of human rights vio-
lations all over the world and in the 
United States, said president Karen 
Petri. 
Following the tradition of Free-
dom Fests past, this year's Fest will 
host at least four bands, a variety of 
crafts, information on Amnesty, 
food, drinks and a good time, said 
Petri. 
Among the attractions will be live 
entertainment from local bands Fos-
sil Dogs, Buckethead, Catherine's 
Horse and Belleville's Dementia 13. 
In addition to the music, there will be 
short speeches by chapter members 
dealing with some of the more press-
ing issues the chapter is dealing with. 
Junior speech major Michell Sabin 
will introduce the Amnesty Interna-
tional mandate, which is based on 
the United Nations "Declaration of 
Human Rights." Senior English 
major Dave Adden will discuss the 
plight of refugees in the United 
States. 
Junior English major Matt Helms 
~ill speak on behalf of the national 
campaign for women. Amnesty has 
set aside 1991 to work on the inter-
national women's campaign. A 
speaker will also discuss the death 
penalty and its use in the United 
States. 
Other attractions will include 
make-your-own tye-dye t-shirt, bead-
ed necklaces and buttons. In addi-
tion, information booths will be pro-
vided for those who wish to learn 
more about Amnesty International, 
its campaigns and human rights 
abuses by every country of the world. 
Amnesty's chapter will be provicl-
ing petitions on various issues and 
will make several Amnesty and 
human rights-related books available. 
One of the petitions will be directed 
toward Gov. Jim Edgar in protest of 
capital punishment, said Petri. 
Another petition, which is part of 
a national campaign, will be directed 
toward President Bush, she said, for 
his use of Amnesty International as a 
public relations tool to help sway 
public opinion in his favor. 
During the recent Persian Gulf cri-
sis, the Bush administration used 
Amnesty reports of human rights 
violations by the Iraqi government 
and soldiers as a justification for 
Operation Desert Storm. Amnesty 
International disapproved of' the use 
' 
' 
Inside the 2 
Athens (Ga.) · 
music world 
Eastern's Amnesty chapter to 
rock, roll 
By Jay Askin 
the information as a manipulation 
tool because Amnesty's stand was 
against the use of military action, 
said Petri. 
Amnesty is pursuing a campaign 
to bring the human rights violations 
committed by the Iraqi, Kuwaiti and 
Saudi Arabian governments during 
and after the Gulf war to public 
attention, she said. Amnesty would 
also like to see Bush's follow up on 
his promises to bring human rights 
abuses in Middle Eastern countries to 
an end, she added. 
"Although the United States has 
an image of a perfect country lacking 
in human rights violations, it is truly 
not," said Petri. "The United States· 
has held members of other countries 
who have been exiled from their own 
countries. An example is Puerto 
Rican prisoners." · 
Other human rights violations 
within the United States include the 
death penalty, which is considered a 
form of torture by Amnesty Interna-
Apocalypse 3 
'91: Believe · . 
the hype 
tional, and cases of torture within 
prisons in the United States, espe-
cially at the state prison in 
Marion,according to Petri. At Mari-
on, prisoners are forced to drink and 
bathe in water from the contaminat-
ed Crab Orchard Lake , she said. 
Prisoners have been reportedly 
chained to beds and have been under 
constant lock-down since 1983, 
which means they are locked in indi-
vidual prison cells for 23 hours a 
day, she added. 
Prisoners of conscience .and politi-
cal prisoners in all nations are per-
sons who are being retained without 
trial or without knowledge of their 
crimes. Also, this category includes 
people who are being held for politi-
cal and religious beliefs, according to 
the Amnesty mandate. At times, said 
Ruth Barret, regional director of 
Amnesty International in Chicago, 
the incarcerations result in extremely 
harsh sentences, inhumane treat-
ment and in many cases, torture and 
even death. 
Human rights, in their most basic 
guise, are being denied to millions of 
people trapped in corrupt political 
regimes, according to Barret. These 
impoverished and voiceless masses 
are helpless in their struggle for free-
dom, she said. 
Amnesty has fought for human 
rights throughout the world and in 
the United States. Amnesty's suc-
cesses are due, in part, to small 
chapters and branches like the East-
ern' s chapter, Barret said. These 
individual chapters are responsible 
for raising awareness and funds for 
the multinational organization, she 
added. 
Amnesty's main weapon is letter 
writing campaigns. The Amnesty 
office sends actions to each group, 
and- members write letters to heads 
of governments that are committing 
human rights violations. · ' 
Barret praised the effort by the 
Eastern chapter. "We really depend 
on individual groups and people to 
raise awareness and help recruit let-
ter writers." Barret said. 
The Amnesty doctrine is focused 
around three major points of inter-
est. First, Amnesty seeks the release 
of people who are detained any-
where in the world for their political 
or religious beliefs, ethnic origin, lan-
guage or sex, provided they have not 
committed an act of violence. 
Second, it seeks the release of 
prisoners detained with out charge 
or trial. Finally, it opposes the death 
penalty, torture and other cruel and 
inhumane or degrading treatments of 
all prisoners without reservation. 
I . 
CALENDAR 
* You must be at least 19 years of age to enter the following 
establishments 
FRIDAY 
Quincy L Doudna Fme Arts Center 
"In White America" 
8p.m. . 
$6 public, $5 senior citezens, $3 students 
* Friends & Co. 
1 509 Van Buren 
Woody Whitty and the Life Parade 
The Dungeon 
9:30p.m. 
$2 
also: 
Quintessence 
9:30p.m. 
$1.50 
*Marty's 
1666 Fourth St. 
Wescott, Eppers0n, & Davis 
9:30p.m. 
$2 
*Roe's 
410 Sixth St. 
, DJ Taco 
9:30p.m. 
$2 
*Ted's 
102 Sixth St. 
Tell Your Mama 
10 p.m. 
$2 ($18-10 w/coupon) 
SATURDAY 
Quincy L Doudna Fine Arts Center 
"In White America" 
8p.m. 
$6 public, $5 senior citizens, $3 students 
r* Friends & Co. 
509 Van Buren 
Trio of Doom 
The Dungeon 
9:30 p.rn. · 
$1.50 
also: 
Brian CUtright 
9:30p.m. 
$1.50 
*Roe's 
· 410 Sixth St. 
Chicago.Poor Boys 
9:30p.m. 
$2 
also: 
DJ Taco 
9:30p.m. 
$2 
*Ted's 
102 Sixth St. 
Joker X-Press 
lOp.m. , 
$2 ($18-10 w/coupon) 
/ 
~ ILffil@ ,~® 
~ 3 West Lincoln, Charleston 
. . 345-4743 . 
r-- VALUABLE COUPON --, r--
FAMILV CHOICE! 
, I 
.. two pizzas : 
one pizza with 8 toppings ! 
one pi:zza with 2 toppingS-1 
TWO LARGE PIZZAS 
$14ii . 
TWO MEDIUM PIZZAS 
$1Qli 
Prices do not include tax. One coupon 
per customer. Valid only wtth 
coupon. Excludes extra 
cheese. EXPIRES: 10·20-91 
VALUABLE COUPON · --, 
2 LARGE 
.. PIZZAS 
plus two.. 1 liters 
of Coke for 
1 1 2Q 
Price does not include 
tax. One coupon 
r 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
. I 
I 
I 
I per customer. Valid only with 1 
coupon. Excludes extra I 
~ese.EXPIRES; 10-20-91 . I Cl) rrm:Jly ~· 
L----------------------- W rrm:Jly~· I -----------------------~ 
2B ON THE VERGE OF 1HE WEEKEND 
R.E.M., B-52's the life of this Part 
Party Out Of Bounds 
By Rodger Lyle Brown 
Plume/Penguin Books 
By IAURA DURNElL 
TIME WARP: ATHENS, GA. (1977)- Around 
the United States many are discoing the night 
away to the Bee Gees, Village People or A Taste 
of Honey. They are wearing the fashions of 
polyester knits and platform shoes. Yet the south-
ern college town of Athens is starting to go 
through a musical and cultural renaissance of sorts. 
Something different is happening to the atmo-
sphere at the University of Georgia which, in tum, 
· will affect the music scene - college and main-
stream - within the next 10 years. 
Athens has been the breeding ground for many 
bands over the past decade. Some of those have 
made a definite mark on the music scene as we 
know it - most notably Pylon, The B-52's and, of 
course, R.E.M. 
Many of these bands remain to themselves and 
trying to find a definitive record on them can be 
frustrating at times. But Party Out of Bounds, 
Rodger Lyle Brown's account of that scene, does 
carry a relatively complete and .'inside account of 
what happened in Athens between the time of 
1977 to 1983. -
This record · of these bands formations (and in 
some cases break-ups) carries many interesting tid-
bits about the Athens scene, making the book a 
fascinating and sometimes humorous read. 
Brown goes into detail about the early days in 
the college town of Athens, even explaining how 
the University of Georgia got its start and what it 
evolved into throughout the years. Brown most 
specifically explains the "significant cultural 
advance" for UGA. In February of 1969 
dent club called Dante's Domain opened· 
basement of UGA's Memorial Hall where it" 
ly became a hangout for both students an 
from town." One of those kids drawn to the 
pus was a pre B-52 Keith Strickland. 
Each chapter in the book details the h 
beginnings of the bands, starting with the 
(where Brown explains how the name ori · 
Some of the other bands Brown devluges in 
The Tone Tones, The Method Actors, 
R.E.M., Love Tractor, The Side Effects 
OK, which featured Michael Stipe's sister · 
bass guitar. 
If you're looking . for all the juicy and 
really intimate details about these bands fo 
This isn't No One Here Gets Out Alive 
Albert Goldman biography by any means -
want to know all the dirt about R.E.M., Pyl 
Method Actors, and The B-52's you might 
wait until Kitty Kelley becomes interested in 
radio. · 
The reader does get an excellent inside · 
what ·life Wa.s like during . the mid-to-late 70' 
early 80's when the Athens music scene was 
peak of diverse college bands. · 
Brown could have focused his energies 
the B-52's and R.E.M., but he makes a good 
to focus on the bandS that did not hit the 
success and notoriety the latter two have .. 
ety and well.roundness are the strongest 
the book. 
Yet while Party Out of Bounds is anent 
ing book to read on a lazy weekend, but' 
expect to become enlightened by it. The 
is for mere entertainment and a little · insig 
the college bands of Athens~ · 
Hawn's best role yet sh9uld not be deceivi 
By BRET LOMAN 
Goldie Hawn is one of those 
·actresses who seemed to be 
content playing the same role 
film after film. 
She's done well with the 
giggly, funny blonde role, but 
it's a role that's worn thin with 
both audiences and critics. 
While "Private · Benjamin" 
made Hawn a critical and box-
o ff ice success, succeeding 
films such as "Protocol," 
"Wildcats" and "Bird on A ' 
Wire" have had disappointing 
box office receipts. 
But Goldie's new film, "De-
ceived," offers ·a couple sur-
prises. It's a th~iller, and it's 
not too bad, either. 
In "Deceived," Goldie plays 
an art repairer who seemingly 
meets the man of her dreams, 
played by John Heard ("De-
fenseless," "Home Alone"). 
She thinks he's attractive, 
interesting and - of all things -
he's an art collector. What 
more could she want? On 
their first date, they stay up all 
night talking and he proposes. 
It's one brief courtship 
because the film then fast-for-
wards to the birthday of their-
fr-year-old chiki. ·Everything is· 
just peachy as all films start off 
to be. But this film isn't called 
"Deceived" for nothing. 
Goldie starts having doubts 
about their marriage when she 
discovers her husband has 
been lying about business 
trips, whe1re he bought gifts, 
etc. She, of course, thinks he's 
having an a ff air. After an 
argument, he's killed in a car 
accident. 
That's when Goldie finds 
out that Mr. Right wasn't who 
she thought he was at all. 
"Deceived's" plot runs a lit-
tle deeper and is a little more 
cqmplex with stolen art being 
involved in-· the plot, but over-
all it's a , crafty little film with 
some very good perfor-
mances. 
608 E. Daniels 
s.undays 
Goldie Hawn definite! 
laughing during this fil 
fact, it's the first time I'v 
seem 'Hawn put much 
emotion than a giggle · 
film, and.: I ~liked what 
The standout of the .. filrrt, 
ever, was John Heard, 
turns out- a performan 
is a step above than the 
"he-wasn 't-who-1-thoug 
was" character. Haw 
Heard have sorrie \lery 
ful scenes together. 
But director Damian 
isn't Alfred Hitchcock. 
know early on what's goi 
happen, even though it's 
esting how. he handles it. 
predictable plot, but in 
of original way . Harris 
throws in a few scene~ 
will make you jump, a 
ending that is icing o' 
cake. 
"Deceived," Hawn's b 
career move, is somethin 
should definitely see. 
17oz 
Quarter Beer 
e Student's Best Friend! 
pocalypse now: Public Enemy looks inward 
lie Enemy 
lypse '91: The Enemy Strikes Black 
Jam/Columbia Records 
e only caveat I have with Apocalypse '91: The 
my Strikes Black is the album title - what are 
striking from? Starting with 1988's It Takes A 
ion Of Millions To Hold Us Back and continuing 
last year's Fear Of A Black Planet, Public Enemy 
taken a nation of millions and held absolutely 
· g back. 
nlike mariy rap acts {and with the exception of 
, KRS-1 and Ice Cube), Public Enemy's realistic, 
-hitting "Action Now!" approach has made rap 
often a genre to listen to, not to dance to. Their 
of fans, their color an irrelevant factor, seem-
grow by the jillions with every new PE album and 
vor. 
t while Apocalypse '91: The Enemy Strikes 
is more wonderfully harsh-tasting ear candy to 
tion of millions and will no doubt garnish the 
new troops of supporters, it is a different tune 
compared to Hold Us Back and Black Planet. 
as the previous two albums rallied to "fight the 
that be," the heart of darkness on Apocalypse 
-Like Ice-T's O.G. - Original Gang~ter - is more 
al than external. 
to that genre as much as a good guitar lick is to rock 
and roll. 
Yet the strongest tracks on Apocalypse '91 are the 
ones where Public Enemy turns a shade against their 
own color. On "1 Million Bottlebags," Chuck D. grabs 
the "black (that) spend 288 million ... waitin' for the 
fizz." By getting down on the drunk hobos on the 
street, (they could be black or white, yet Chuck D. 
clarifies his meaning by emphasizing the "brotha' on 
the street" and the "niga with the liquor"), PE matures 
solely due to the fact they can recognize the problems 
experienced within. "Nighttrain" and "By The Time I 
Get To Arizona (which, at one point, slams the man 
whose "gonna find a way/ (to) make the state pay") 
also elaborate on what they deem to be internal ills of 
their society. 
But the standout and most memorable tracks on 
Apocalypse '91 are the ones that are the least burn- · 
ing. "A Letter To The New York Post" stings the 
newspaper, along with Jet . magazine, in regards to 
their coverage of Flavor Flav' s arrest for hitting his 
longtime girlfriend. And then there's the Anthrax col-
laboration on "Bring Tha Noise," a remake from Hold 
Us Back. This remake - which breaks more ground 
than Run-DMC\Aerosmith's cover of "Walk This 
Way" and might very well be the song of the year -
propels rap and speed metal to heights never imag-
ined. 
et this doesn't mean Chuck D, Flavor Flav and the1 
of the crew have gone soft when examining vari-
pitfalls of their own society: Apocalypse '91, like 
Planet, Hold Us Back and 1987's Yo! Bum 
The Show, rocks harder than the hard and talks 
r than the tough. But while this continues to 
Public Enemy the coolest of the cool, it does not 
sarily mean the usual whipping boys need to 
· the consistent ones~ And on '91, it occasionally 
whipping themselves. 
And sure, some of the trademark PE themes 
remain consistent. In fact, Apocalypse . '91 would 
probably be incomplete without containing tracks elab-
orating on old territories such as civil rights ("I Don't 
Want To Be Called Yo Niga"), the freedom to rock 
("Get The F-- Outta Dodge") and the standard, 
straight-out boast ("Rebirth"). Although some might 
argue these particular paths have been taken before, 
they, in a sense, need to be taken. Those topics have 
become a necessary staple to rap and are as essential 
Yet it's unfortunate that some Anthrax fans are 
being turned on to PE and vice-versa through "Bring 
Tua Noise." In fact, it just proves that there are fans of 
the separate musical genres that haven't caught the 
song's message. Those fairweathered fans, like many 
of the individuals who Public Enemy have chastised· 
over the years, have a long way to go. But on Apoca-
lypse '91: The Enemy Strikes Black, Public Enemy 
shows they can look at the world around them, as well 
as the world that suppresses and try to do something 
about it. And on Apocalypse '91, they succeed. 
the delight and chagrin of many 
listeners, Motley Crue is back 
although there is some question 
sides about what the original 
from L.A. are up to. 
Well, not much. 
Decade of Decadence, the sixth full 
length release from the Crue, contains 
only three previously unreleased songs. 
The bulk of the album is a retrospectiye 
of the Crue beginning with Too Fast 
for Love, their 1981 debut and span-
ning all the way up to last year's Dr. 
Feelgoqd. 
Two selections from each album are 
included in Decade of Decadence. To 
complete the look back into the group's 
motley history are some extra little tid-
bits from their work on the "Ford Fair-
lane" soundtrack and on "Stairway to 
Heaven/Highway to Hell," the Moscow 
Peace Festival recording. 
The release of Decadence, however, 
asks the same question that any other 
"best of" recording has: "Why buy the 
best of any group if you already own all 
of the albums?" 
But I think fmay have that answer. 
I used to like Motley Crue. In fact I 
used to like them a lot. I bought their 
Yard Sale 
albums both on cassette and vinyl, but I 
never had the guts to get them on com-
pact disc. I'm familiar with all the 
songs, and to be honest, I don't care 
for them nearly as much as I used to. 
Then I hear that the Crue has a 
"best of" out on the market. "Primal 
Scream," the new single, is very much 
like my all time Crue faves; "Red Hot," 
"Too fast for Love," and "Kickstart My 
Heart (the only decent song on Dr. 
Fee/good)." So with a little reluctance, I 
purchased Decade of Decadence. To 
my surprise, I found hope for the "best 
of's" yet to come. 
Instead of simply reissuing their 
greatest hits, the Crue went to work 
with producer Bob Rock (the helmsman 
of Dr. Fee/good) to remix original ver-
sions of "Live Wire," "Piece of Your 
Action" and the mainstay ballad "Home 
Sweet Home." The fully digital remixed 
versions add twice the hammering bass 
and give "Home Sweet Home's" piano 
solo even more heartstrung pulling 
power. 
In addition, the studio version of 
"Kickstart My Heart" was left off the 
album and replaced with a more than 
satisfying live version recorded in Dal-
las. 
The only bad spot on Decade of 
Decadence is their latest cover choice -
The Sex Pistols' "Anarchy In The 
U.K." The Crue has been very success-
ful with covers since "Smokin' in the 
Boy's Room" was released as a single 
from 1985's Theatre Of Pain. Unfor-
tunately, they went too far on "Anar-
chy." 
No matter how well Decadence 
works as an original "best of" package 
and regardless of how incredible it was 
for the music world's biggest purveyors 
of the "sex, drugs and rock n' roll" the-
ory, to finally dry out and still play good 
music, Vince Neil is a great Vince Neil. 
But as "Anarchy" proves on Decade of 
Decadence, Vince Neil will never be 
Johnny Rotten. 
Survival Of Humanity 
Liberal Arts & Sciences 3001 * 
40% to 70% off 
everything outside 
A course for students who are concerned about the many problems facing mankind as we 
approach the year 2000. What is the danger of "Nuclear Winter?" How serious is the 
problem of acid rain, of chemical waste disposal? Is Africa a doomed continent or may it 
be rescued? These issues and others are dealt with in lA&S 3001. 
Anniversary 
Sale 
10% off 
everything inside store 
Friday &... Saturday only 
October 11 th &... 12th 
irtS 9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Q,rct 
Corner of Seventh &... Lincoln ~ 
The following staff will instruct this course: 
Larry Bates, Economics 
John Faust, Political Science 
Dick Hummel, Sociology 
P. Scott Smith, Physics 
Classes will meet T-Th 
4:00- 5: 15 Spring semester 
*Listed in class schedule 
under "L" for Liberal Arts & 
Sciences 
All Students of at least sophomore standing are eligible to enroll 
For further information contact: 
Professor Scott Smith, Physics Dept. 
Dean Jon Laible, Arts & Sciences 
(581-6346) 
(581-3228) 
Survival of Humanity, Economic Hunger, Economic problems. 
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Friends & C0 
509 Van Buren Ave. 
(one Block South of Square) 
Presents - Live 
In Concert 
Sat., Oct. 12TH 9:30-close 
"BRIAN CUTRIGHT" 
Acoustics To Blow 
You Away! 
Music By The Beatles 
James Taylor, Jim Croche, 
Gordon Lightfoot And 
Many Many More 
PLUS:SUPER 
FOOD SPECIAL 
Chicken Breast Basket 
ONLY $350 
(60'S & 70'S ROCK) 
FRIDAY NIGHT 
Wanderers 
SATURDAY NIGHT 
City Slickers 
SUNDAYS 
OPEN AT NOON 
TUESDAY NIGHT 
Pink Flamingos(Peoria) 
Free Pool 1/2 lb ground sirloin 
Sat & Sun Pub Burger w/ Fries 
1 ,4 $3.00 
Open Sunday Noon-1 A.M. 
WEEKDAYS OCTOBER 14· OCTO 
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Movie 
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College Football 
Swamp Thing 
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Movie: Jocks 
News 
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Movie 
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100,000 Fortune 
Dad's Army 
Movie: All 
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Movie: The 
Story of 3 
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Ms. Olympia 
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Billy Graham 
NFL Primetime Hollywood Insider 
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Masterpiece 
·Theater 
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Alexei Sayles Stuff 
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Gary Shandling 
Molly Dodd 
Movie: The 
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Family Practice Roe 
Cardiology Married ... 
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Family Practice 
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Wings 
Adventures 
Wheels 
Hollywood tunt 
Living Planet 
Women Under 
Cover 
Riddle of the 
Dead Sea Scroll 
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Living Planet 
Combat 
Decoy 
Hotel Sahara 
Movie: 
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Cosmos 
Shelly 
After Henery 
All in Good Faith 
Raquel Squad 
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Friday, October 11, 1991 
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MIDNIGHT SNACK• 
DOLLAR BACK• 
Buy any footlong and a 
small drink and get 
$1.00 OFF 
7A 
NEED EXTRA MONEY? 
National Marketing 
Company Needs People 
With Good Phone Voices . 
Earn $5 per hour 
Guaranteed PLUS 
Bonuses 
To Apply call 
348-5250 EOE essor Johnny Lee Lane 
onn part one of a three-
usical series displaying the 
Between 
------4 ~~ 
itions of celebrated musi-
d also present the debut 
of fellow professor Peter 
an at 7:30 p.m. Friday in 
Dvorak Concert Hall. 
midnig~t and 2:00 a.m. any 
Friday and Saturday. 
•OFFER GOOD WITH COUPON ONLY 
•ONE OFFER PER COUPON 
•CANNOT BE USED IN COMBINATION WITH 
ANY OTHER DISCOUNT OFER (INCLUDING SUB 
CLUB CARDS) 
West Park 
Plaza 348-SUBS you have never heard ni before, it's a great 
to come out and hear it," 
"d. 2 Pairs of Contacts 
concert will be free of 
and will be titled "Part 
usic for Solo Timpani." 
will perform music by 
illiam, Murray Houllif, 
Carter, David Ameele and 
an, who also teaches at 
and composed this music 
ly for Lane. 
nnan is not a111ong one of 
ous composers, but "we 
ing to make him famous," 
"d. ' 
ink it's going to be a great 
and I'm going to do my 
he added. 
is founder and director of -
ion Studies at Eastern and 
founder and host of the 
States Percussion Camp, 
is held here each summer. 
toured in Europe on five 
ions and has also held a 
in Germany. 
Friend's and Co. 
$9') 
509 Van Buren Ave. 
(One Block South Of Square) 
Friday, Oct. 11th 
INCLUDES: 
Our standard daily wear soft 
lenses, a thorough exam, cold 
~ kit, inSIJUctions for use 
and care and 30 days 
follow-up care. 
345-5100 , 
904 E. Lincoln 
2 Blocks East of 
OLD MAIN 
Dr. Steven H. Lane, O.D. 
Pregnant? 
We Can Help! 
*Free Pregnancy 
Testing 
*Information about 
pregnancy, abortion, 
and alternatives 
24 Hour 
·Hotline 
345-5000 ' 
Crisis Pregnancy 
Center Campus 
Outreach 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:15 & 9:15 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:15 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:15 
Now J11ow1NGl 
THE 
DOCTOR 
WI LU AM 
HURT 
FRI/SAT NITE 7:00 & 9:30 
SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 
SUN TO THURS NITE 7:00 
THE.FRONT ROOM .............. 9:30-CLOSE 
Quintessence Jazz Group 
Great Place to _Bring a Date. . . 
or Find One! 
THE DUNGEON ................. 9:30-CLOSE 
Whlttey Whitesell And The 
Life Parade 
Great Rock From Champaign! 
zoo PITCHERS! zoo PITCHERS! 
ELD 
ERi DOC . MiCHAEL J. FOX 
0 LI vwo 0 D FRliSAT NITE 5:00, 7:10, 9:20 
... SAT/SUN MATINEE 2:00 PM 
lP.G·ti! SUN TO THURS ~ITE 5:00 & 7:10 
HELD OVER! 
OBIN WILLIAMS 
JEFF BRIDGES . 
1ME 
IStfER 
f(rNG-
, I I 
--y' 
~ 
STARTS TONITEI Ernest 
~m~p· 
m 
FRI/SAT NITE 5:00. 7:00. 11:00 
SA T/StJN MATINEE 1 :00 S 3:00 
SUN TO THURS HITE 5:00 a 7:00 
MY DEGREE GOT ME TBEJmmnv. 
ARMY ROTC GOT ME THE JOB. 
Things got pretty competitive for this job. rm sure 
my college degree and good grades kepi me in the 
running. But in the end it WU the leadership and 
management experience I got through Army ROTC 
that won them over. 
You can begin to develop impl'ellive leadership 
lkilla with an Army ROTC elective. Register now 
without obligation. 
I 
ARMY ROTC 
m S1111TEST mum 
CGOISE JOU CU TIU. 
Find Out More 
Contact Captain Vance Chartier 
Kiehm Hall, Room 308 or Call 581-5944 -
With Homecoming just around the corner, 
why not give your favorite alumun a gift. 
A subscription to 
The Daily Eastern News 
For more information call 581-2812 
""'' "'ff 
.., 
SFR._l-r::> A~ 
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Dorm size refrigerators and 
microwave ovens for rent. Carlyle 
Rentals. 820 Lincoln Street. 348-
7746. 
_ ___ _ _____ 12/6 
Need a DJ? Call HIGH OUTPUT 
Sound & Light DJ Service. 
Dances, parties, weddings, all 
occasions. 345-9549. 
NOW HIRING, 4.60/HR., full-time 
and part-time developmental 
trainers to work with developmen-
tally diJ>abled adults . SOME 
FULL-TIME BENEFITS AVAIL-
ABLE. Apply in person 738 18th 
St. 
__________ 12/6 
ALASKA SUMMER EMPLOY-
MENT fisheries. Earn 
$5,000+/month. Free transporta-
tion! Room & Board! Over 8,000 
openings. No experience neces-
sary. Male or Female. Get the 
early start that is necessary. For 
employment program call Student 
Employment Services at 1-206-
545-4155 ext. 81. 
_________ 10/11 
Monicals is looking for part-time 
drivers for pizza delivery. You 
must have your own insurance 
and be over 18 years. The hours 
are for evening weeknights, day 
and/or night weekends, and the 
hours are extremely flexible. 
Apply in person at 909 18th St. 
Charleston today. 
_ _____ 10/9,10,11 ,12 
Now hiring 19 year olds for intermit-
ted part time work on alcohol 
issues. $9.00 per hour. Call 348-
8929. 
_________ 10/14 
Now accepting applications for 
BARTENDERS and COCKTAIL 
WAITRESSES at Reflections 
Restaurant and Lounge, 506 
West Lincoln. No call-ins Please! 
_________ 10/11 
OVERSEAS JOB. $900-2000 mo. 
Summer, Yr-round, All Countries, 
All fields. Free info. Write IJC, 
PO Bx 52-IL03 Corona Del Mar 
CA 92625. 
ADOPTION: Make our dream 
come true. Give your baby a 
chance for a wonderful life in a 
small town with educated par-
ents, and a loving family nearby. 
A new home, financial security, 
love, laughter, and a bright future 
await a very lucky baby. Call 
Nancy and John at (309)696-
2891 or our attorney, theresa at 
(309)686-1089. 
_________ 10/14 
ADOPTION: Help us to fulfill two 
lifelong dreams; Mike's to give the 
special kind of love he received as 
an ADOPTED child and Carla's to 
become a fulltime mother. We love 
each other (married 8 years) and 
our beautiful new country home, 
but long for a baby to make our 
happiness complete. Please call 
us at 1-800-512-3208, or call our 
attorney, Theresa, collect at 1-309-
686-1089. 
_________ 10/11 
ADOPTION: IT'S A WONDER-
FUL LIFE for the baby who joins 
our family . . . devoted, playful 
parents, 3-year-old who can't wait 
to be a big brother, lots of fun and 
love, and every opportunity for 
happiness. Let's talk; we can 
help each other. Expenses paid. 
Call collect: Arlynn & Ron (217) 
367-4769, or our attorney, Glen-
na, (217) 352-8037. 
_____ ca10/11,18,2511/1 
Check out the classifieds of The 
Daily Eastern News! We accept 
Visa and MasterCard for all of 
your advertising needs. 
P.M. 
6:00 
6:30 
2 bedroom, furnished apartment 
for 2 people. Includes dishwash-
er, carpeting, central heat & air. 
Close to campus. $220/month per 
person. Carlyle Rentals. 348-
7746. 
__________ 12/6 
Three bedroom house and apart-
ment for rent for two people avail-
able January 1. Call 345-3059. 
_________ 10/11 
Female subleasor needed. Close 
to campus. Available Jan. 1-Aug. 
15. Will accept Jan-May. $135 
mo. includes parking and trash. 
Call 348-5245. 
_ _____ ___ 10/15 
Dorm size refrigerator and 
microwave for rent. Carlyle 
Rentals 820 Lincoln St. 348-
7746. 
---------~12/6 
1 or 2 BR Apt, Furnished, Van 
Buren and 5th. Now or Spring 
Semester. 348-5937. 
_________ 10/24 
VERY NICE one bedroom apart-
ment. Close to campus. Very low 
utilities. Available immediately. 
Call 345-7229. 
_________ 10/18 
One bedroom apartment near 
EIU. Stove, refrigerator, drapes, 
A/C. No pets. Available now. 
$300/mo. 345-4220. 
___ ______ 10/16 
Female subleasor needed for Spring 
Semester. Less than one block from 
campus-own room -furnished 
$146/mo. 
Sony CD player $50, Advent digi-
tal sound processor $!50. Four 
auto Bose speakers w/equalizer, 
digital radio cassette $200. More 
345-7282. 
__________ 12/7 
Magnavox stereo $30. Realistic 
stereo $125. Marantz Equalizer 
Amp. $60. Zenith 12" speakers 
$15. 348-5460. 
___ _______ 12/7 
1983 Chevette - high mileage 
(highway), new tires , AM/ FM 
Cassette, runs well. 345-6969 or 
618-793-2559 ($800). 
_______ ___ 12/7 
1985 Dodge 600 All electric very 
good condition $4,500 . 1976 
AMC Hornet good 850.00 345-
6415. 
__________ 12/7 
'84 Honda Magna 750cc Looks 
and runs excellent ! Must sel l 
$1,150 OBO. Call 581 -5477. 
__________ 12/7 
1980 Mazda Rx7. New paint , 
clutch , tires . 104,000 miles. 
$2300 OBO. 348-7825. 
~---------12/7 
f978 Gibson G-3 bass guitar with 
hard case. Good condition $275 
call Brian 348-8703. 
----~---~-1 2/7 
'86 YAMAHA FZ 600 
red/white/blue, quick, low miles, 
new tires, runs great! Must sell, 
$2600 345-9129. 
_ _________ 1217 
Formals for Sale. $75 to $100. 
Sizes 3 and 5. Call Kelly after 
6:30 pm 348-7732. 
_____ _____ 12/7 
For sale one Remington Electric 
adding machine CH EAP. 345-
6797. 
__________ 12/7 
Formals for sale $25-$65 sizes 9-
11. Call Mary at 581-3215. 
___ _ ___ ___ 12/7 
PREFORMATTED IBM COM-
PAT. 3.5" HIGH DENSITY COM-
PUTER DISKS $1 .25 ea. WHILE 
THEY LAST. BRAD 2836. 
_ ______ ___ 12/7 
Formals very nice. Lavender and 
royal blue. Worn once. Size 8/9. 
$25 OBO 348-5541 . 
_ _________ 12/7 
82 KZ650 6500 mi .. Runs and 
looks great. $750.00 348-1983. 
__________ 12/7 
7:00 Jane Pauley Princesses 
7:30 Expose' Brooklyn Bridge 
8:00 Dear John 60 Minutes Perfect Stranger 
8:30 Flesh and Blood Baby Talk 
9:00 Reasonable 20/20 
2 15" MTX SPEAKER BOX 
WOOFERS #350. LIKE NEW. 
MARY JO 581-2917. 
__________ 12/7 
Soloflex exercise machine. All 
attachments included. 1 year old. 
Used little. $1100. TV $60. 348-
0259. 
____ _ _____ 12/6 
1983 Mustang GLX 2dr hatch-
back,. V-6 3.8L Auto PS-PB cruise 
Am/Fm Tape A/C 75,000 Miles. 
Excellent condition $3250. 345-
3020 anytime. 
__________ 1217 
Stereo bargain 2 large speakers 
component cabinet. $60 345-
6987. 
_________ 10/11 
Speedo swim suit size 10. Ladies 
never worn tags are attached 
$30.00. Call 581-5758. 
---------~12/7 
1987 Chevette 4 speed AM/FM 
cassette, new tires, looks great, 
runs good 75,000 miles $2300.00 
348-0692. 
_________ 12/7 
1968 Chevele SS396 4-speed 
posi, -power steering $2500.00 
345-1118. 
~---------12/7 
Guitar Amplifier and Gibson Gui-
tar. 100 watt , Good Quality 
Sound. Exe. cond. Check it out. 
Amp $180.00. Guitar $60.00. 
581 -5462. 
_ _______ 10/9,10,11 
ROOMMATE WANTED 
2 GIRLS NEEDED 
TO SHARE DELUXE 
3-BEDROOM 
FURNISHED APARTMENT 
AT 1 509 S Second 
(Be_hind White Hen) 
• $230 I month 
•Available Now 
Call WORNER 
Mgmnt 
348-5312 
METALLICA TICKETS - 2 tickets; 
$25 each, Peoria Oct. 29. 348-
0427. 
-~----'-----=10/11 
1982 Dodge 400 CONVERTIBLE. 
Good condition. $1800 O.B.O. 
Call Ken 345-9735. 
__________ 12/7 
1984 Honda Aero 125 Scooter. 
Excellent condition. $600.00 345-
2333 or 348-5808. 
-------~-~12/7 
Zenith 25" console TV $150. 
Marantz speakers (165 watts) 
$125/pair. Realistic DX-440 All-
band communication receiver 
$150. More. 345-4426 after 1 O a.m. 
1217 
LOST: Gold ID bracelet. If found 
please cal l Tawnya Ridlen. 581-
3703. 
~------,--,-,,--10/14 
LOST: a set of keys inside or out-
side Coleman Hall. If found, 
please call 581-6504. 
_________ 10/14 
LOST: Black Diamond Sunglass-
es at O'Brien Stadium on the 
Track 10/3/91. Phone 345-3677. 
~-----ca10/11 ,14, 15 . 
FOUND: Red patterned quilt after 
Eastern's Saturday football game. 
Call 345-5581 after 6 p.m. 
______ ca10/11 , 14, 15 
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ACROSS 28 U.S.N . bigwigs 57 -- Eic.eann _ . 
58 Parts of whee'ls 
60 Lay -- (flatter) 
61 Seed of an 
1 TV in Ottawa 
4 Bargain 
9 Book of the O .T . 
12 Actress Gilbert 
13 Hit hard 
14 Depend 
16 Soaked 
17 Composer 
Bruckner 
18 Writer Wiesel 
19 Touri st's act1v1ty 
21 With Gull1kson, 
U.S. Open 
d o u bles 
champior:i : 1984 
23 Explorer Sven 
24 Racing V.l.P. 
25 Opera by Sal1en 
Murder, She 
Wrote 
Beyond Reality 
Ray Bradbury 
Swamp Thing 
30 Michelangelo, 
to Lorenzo 
33 R.P.I. room 
34 Wonderment 
37 Charlatan 
38 Clytemnestra's 
son 
40 Jenny 
41 Skid -row 
habitue 
42 Town c rie rs, 1n a 
way 
43 Monetary unit of 
Ch ile 
44 Star 1n Draco 
45 Kind of vein 
48 Type of orange 
52 A doubles 
runner-up : 1990 
55 A style o f m usic 
Saved by the Bell -
invention 
62 Ways· 
companion 
63Alliance 
acronym 
64 Call-up org. 
65 Jan is of films 
66 Ho nshu bay 
DOWN 
1 Va1sya, e .g . 
2 Like a 
Bostonian 's A 
3 Darl ing of 
tennis : 1991 
4 Team of oxen 
s Sharp taste 
6 "' Laborare - -
or are 
7 Source of 
energy 
8 Laptev feeder 
9 Dresses up 
10 Monica of 
tennis 
11 Breath ing 
12 Waist c inche r 
15 Class-ring 
inscription 
20Cross 
22 Sawyer 's trad e 
26 Exchange 
premiums 
27 Right-hand 
page 
28 Don Ho·s 
welcome 
Movie: Laguna Washington W~ek 
Heat Wall Street Week 
Moyers/20 Years Movie: candel 
Listening to Music in a Small Town 
News 
Hey Everyone ! Get your teams 
ready for BIG WHEELS. Pick up 
registration forms at 201 Union or 
call 348-8222 or 348-5404. 
_____ ____ 10/11 
Fraternities & sororities get your 
teams ready for BIG WHEELS. 
Enter as many teams as you want. 
Info. Call 348-8222 or 348-5404. 
________ 10/10,11 
Hey, Mindie, Your mom misses you 
- Call me. Sig Kap Love, Chrissy. 
_________ 10/11 
TIE-DYES: Multi-colors, heavy long 
sleeve T's. Friday on the lawn at 
Just Spences(Sixth St., one block 
North of Old Main). 1p.m. to 5p.m. 
One day only. 
airfare, lodging, meals, 
tion, tours, and college 
price is right. Call Jeff at 
CYNDI HUNDMAN-Tha 
being such a great mom 
Alpha Garn Love, Sarah. 
NOELLE FRERE, I am so 
are my A-kid! Have an 
weekend. Sigma Love, S 
EIU RUGBY will have a College Cup Tournament tomorrow 
a.m. at the University'of Illinois. EIU to serthe stage for state 
onship playoffs. Bus leaves at 8:30 a.m. Saturday from Mcafee 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA/DELTA SIGMA Pl will be doing Window 
tomorrow from 10:00-5:00 in the Union Walkway. Stop by 
paint our homecoming window, and get psyched for homecomi 
ALPHA PHI OMEGA/DELTA SIGMA Pl will have Social Hour 
4:00 p.m. Come join in the fun and get homecoming start 
right way. 
AAFS(AMERICAN ADVERTISING FEDERATION OF STU 
will meet tonight at 7:00 p.m. in Coleman 117. Final decisi 
shirts to be made! Be prepared to be on a committee! 
CHRISTIAN CAMPUS FELLOWSHIP will have Praise and 
Service Sunday at 10:30 a.m. at the Christian Campus Haus 
south of Lawson Hall. Come early for donuts and juice. Call 
for rides or info. 
NSSLHA will have ASHA President Elect Ann Carey addre 
students today from 1 :30 p.m.-2:30 p.m. in CS 201. Everyon 
come! 
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER will have Weekend Masses o 
6:30 p.m. and on Sun. at 11 :00 a.m. in the Buzzard Auditorium. 
AHS will have Fall Dance/Party tomorrow night from 8:00 p . 
night in the Rathskellar-in the Union. Tons of groovy fu 
favorite tunes, favorite people, and your favorite price(free). 
BACCHUS. Honor Students & their guests are welcome! 
THE COUNSELING CENTER will have a Workshop on Thur 
24 and on Nov. 7 from 3:15 p.m.-4:30 p.m. in the Greenup R 
varsity Union. This is called "Clear Communication" present 
Gerard Saucier - A workshop to improve communication in 
improve relationships and better meet your own needs. Call 
to register. 
16 
19 
23 
52 
57 
61 
29 Threw down the 
gauntlet 
30 Garbanzo's 
cousin 
31 Broadway's ''6 
-- -·- Riv Vu " 
32 Goddess of 
abundance 
34 Expanse west of 
Eur. 
35 United 
43 Ctt1es in Kan. 
and Italy 
45 Grayish blue 
color: Comb. 
form 
46 Heaps 
47 Creepers 
49 Gerulaitis of 
tennis 
50 Throw a tantrum 
Little House 
o/t Praire 
Combat 
51 Corned 
will SU 
Carson 
53 Baptize 
54 Figure 
feat 
55 Painter 
9:30 Doubts Baseball Hitchhiker Passion for Lincoln 
10:00 News News News Movie: Jocks Night Court Dad's Army Spenser: For Decoy 
10:30 Tonight M"A"S"H Love Connection Kojak Moviei All Hire Hotel Sahara 
11:00 Current Affair Johnny B About Eve Gary Shandling 
11 :30 Late Night Hard Copy Nightline Movie Molly Dodd 
' ..... _.. .. ~ -
for Broken gold jew-
' class rings, gold or 
collection modern & 
The Pawn Shop 518 
are. 348-1011 
---:-;-,-...,-.,..,;-;-1217 
ed, Hey kiddo. You 
. Get psyched for a 
· ma Love, Mom. 
......,...-,-..,...,...--,--10/11 
ks for Monday night. 
me time. Work on 
. .Love, Hudi 
10/11 ~th:-a-=-t .,....ev_e_ry-on-e-;knows 
y, let's see if we can 
TROUBLE! Your pal, 
10/11 ~o-=-f t,,..he-cr_o_w...,.de-d bars 
no air to breath? Then 
at Reflections Lounge. 
screen T.V. and free 
oss from Wal-mart. 
y. Where the only 
ches your butt, is a 
.::-::-:=-:-:--=:::-10/11 
E Happy 20th birth-
have a great one. 
Steve. 
,,...,...-=----,--10/11 
: Thanks for being 
I You're Awesome! 
=-::-:--::-:--:-o-:-10/11 
SHY - #1 Alpha Garn 
for everything you've 
Love Ya, Larisa. 
10/11 ~R~IF-;:cFl;-;--;N---#;;-:1,...-:-;A LP HA 
YOU ARE THE ABSO-
• LOVE YOUR KIDDO-
10/11 
r.A""'U,.--::D:--=E"""'L T=-A:--::1.,.-1 BIG 
BIG WHEELS! BIG 
GET EXCITED!! Love, 
10/11 
=sv::cA'"R"1:"""w'"'"oo~h!;-7W. ooh! 
Birthday! This will be 
nd! DZ Love, Tama-
10/11 ~LS""T~O"'"'N,...,l"""S"7H'"7AVING 
BIRTHDAY TODAY! 
WHO KNOWS HER, 
THIS YOUR WARN-
, Juliette. 
10/11 
l':----:::-a-,n't:-w- a..,.,it-;for our 
h up talk on the way 
Town. Take care and 
. Love in Alpha Garn, 
,__ ____ 10/11 
LISA MAYER Happy 21st B-day. 
How long has your name been ... ? 
Love your kiddo Ann. ' 
_________ 10/11 
Jim Z, you are an awesome dad & 
husband. Phi Sig Love, Heather & 
Aimee. 
_ ________ 10/11 
Jenny Phillips - Thanks for all the 
help with pledging! You are the best 
Mom! Love your, Alpha Garn Kid. 
________ 10/11 
Hey Dells - We can't wait for the 1st 
annual BIG WHEELS! See you 
there! Love, The Alpha Garns. 
. .,,---c=---=-- ---- 10/11 
Alison D. - Party on 7th this week-
end. For my roommate cause she's 
the best. Kris. 
_________ 10/11 
RON HORNSEY: I'm looking for-
ward to a great Homecoming week 
with my wonderful all-Greek broth-
er! Love, Kyla. 
_________ 10/11 
Robin Hildebrant: You are an AWE-
SOME mom. Thank you for all your 
support! Carpe Diem! - Your Alpha 
Garn Kiddo Meg. 
_________ 10/11 
Amy, Bethany, Jen & Kim, Love is 
finding a free night to have dinner 
together! 
_________ 10/11 
Tonya-#1 Gram, you are awesome, 
I'm so proud to have you as my 
gram. Love, #1 Grandkid, Heather. 
---------10/11 
Rene, Thanks for being such a 
great Alpha Garn mom! I love 
ya-Meredith 
_________ 10/11 
Delta Chi: Look out for Homecom-
ing 1991. We'll be proud to be 
cheese heads. Love the Ladies of 
Alpha Sigma Alpha. · 
______ ___ 10/11 
AMY RAPPAPORT - #1 Alpha Garn 
Mom! Thanks for everything you do 
for me. Not only are you my mom, 
you're a very special friend. Love, 
Kathy. 
_______ __ 10/11 
MICHAEL SMYTH, Happy 1 yr. 
Anniversary Hon! I LOVE YOU! 
Forever, Kelly. 
- ---..,,,.--=---cc-.10/11 
1.ambda Chi, Dee Zee, EIU! Get 
psyched for HOMECOMING we 
LOVE you!!! 
_________ 10/11 
SHAWN BUCKLEY, YOU'RE THE 
BEST MOM ANYONE COULD ASK 
FOR. THANKS FOR EVERY-
THING. ALPHA GAM LOVE AND 
MINE, STEF. 
________ 10/11 
Hey roomies! As of today my motto 
is .. . Blank it, I live in Nantucket. 
Have fun this weekend! I love you 
guys! Sayles 
_________ 10/11 
CLUBBA - Can't wait for Saturday! 
Happy 1 year! K.O. - Your Hot Lil ' 
Cupcake. 
_________ 10/11 
Jen - I feel very special to have 
such a super Mom like you. GO 
GAMS! Lots of Love, Kari. 
_ ________ 10/11 
Staph - Thanks for being such a 
great Mom. Maybe one of these 
days we'll get to go out & do lunch. 
You're the best! Love your kiddo, 
Kristy. 
________ _ 10/11 
Sig Kaps. You all look great in your 
letters! Have a great weekend! Get 
psyched for Homecoming!!!! 
-------~-10/11 
Jen Wyeth - Happy BIRTHDAY and 
Best WISHES. Love Bridget and 
Monique. 
_________ 10/11 
DZ's: Homecoming starts next 
week. Let's get psyched so we can 
keep that trophy. From the men of 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHA. 
10/11 
M~E=R--E=D...,1T"'"H_H_E=N"'"'E=D'"'R'""1x-Yo-u-are an 
awesome kid! Keep up the good 
work with Pledging! Rene 
_________ 10/11 
CARI CRAWFORD, You are the 
best kiddo ever, because you're a 
blonde. Let's go get our glasses 
soonl Alpha Garn Love and mine. 
Holly. 
_________ 10/11 
SALLY, I know of a vacant room 
that needs a sign! Holly 
____ _____ 10/11 
Lesley, Just wanted to say I LOVE 
MY MOM! Thanks for being such a 
great friend & let's do Ike's soon! 
Your loving Alpha Garn kid, Angela 
_________ 10/11 
Alison, You are doing a great job 
with pledging AGD! Keep up the 
hard work. Love, Kevin and Laurie. 
_________ 10/11 
Jenny, You are #1 A-G mom. 
Thanks for everything! Love, 
Buck. 
10/11 
"7M071""c'""'H=E'""'LL"""'E~M=-=oc:-L.,-LA~HA7N:-7':-7' You're 
the best roomie ever! JENN 
_________ 10/11 
Missy, Thanks for being the great-
est mom. You've helped make 
Alpha Gamma Delta great. Love in 
Alpha Garn and mine. Kelley 
___ ______ 10111 
Sigma Pi would like to congratulate 
its new affiliate member, ALEX 
SOBOL (Phi-chapter U of I) 
_ _ _ _ ___ _ _ 10/11 
Tom, Pat, Dan-You have all been 
so supportive and we want thank 
you for all the time you have put in 
coaching us this season!! We love 
you guys! Thanks again. Love 
Alpha Garn Football 
___ ____ _ _ 10/11 
SIGMA Pl Football & Soccer (A & 
B) The brothers wish you the best 
ofluck in the playoffs. Good Luck!! 
________ 10/11 
CORIE O'BRIEN I'm so glad you're 
my Alpha Garn mom. I think your 
the best! Love, your Kiddo! 
---------10/11 
To the greatest Alpha Garn Mom! 
Thanks for everything! Get me a 
dad! Love, Your Kid Heather 
_________ 10/11 
LISA MAYER: Happy B-Day!! You 
are finally 21 ! Sorry I can't party 
with you tonight. Have a blast. 
Love, your A-G-S from Hell. Jeanie 
_________ 10/11 
MAMACITA-You are the best mom 
ever. Thank you for everything! 
Have a super weekend! Pomp-
Jason-Pomp-Ha-Ha! Love, Bt1cka-
roo. 
_________ 10/1 
She's Alive! SHE'S READY TO 
PARTY, SHE'S 22, SHE'S KELLEY 
RALSTON. Happy Birthday Grand-
master. Would you quit pounding 
on the walls! Love, Mis & Mel 
________ _ 10/11 
Melissa, I still 'think you are the 
most beautiful woman on campus. 
Brian 
---------10/11 Holly, I'm the luckiest kiddo ever to 
have you as a mom! You're the 
best friend anyone could ever ask 
for! I love ya! Your AGD Kiddo-Cari 
-..,,,...-______ 10/11 
Jen Bonnell-You're the greatest 
Alpha Garn mom ever! Did you get 
home in time Wednesday? Love 
your kiddo-Kelli 
_________ 10/11 
Loria-You're the greatest mom, 
AGD is the Best. Love, Dana 
________ ...,...10/11 
Nicole Oliver: You are the #1 mom. 
I know how hard it is being the best, 
I live with it everyday (volleyball, 
pres.) We'll just have cope. Alpha 
Garn love, Jen. 
10/11 
M"""E=L"""'A-,_N,.,-1 =E -.,.M"""!.,...L'""'L E=R=-o-Y:c:Oc.,-U=R THE 
GREATEST. YES I THINK WE 
MAKE GOOD ROOMIES. LOVE 
MAMETOID 
--------=-10/11 MEL, WE ARE HERE FOR YOU! 
WE LOVE YOU! FRIENDSHIP 
AND LOVE, MAMIE, JANN AND 
ANDREA 
--~-----..,...,10/11 MARK, HOPE YOUR HAVING FUN 
PLEDGING SIMGA Pl. KEEP THE 
GOOD WORK. FRIENDS, MAMIE 
_________ 10/11 
To the Men of SIGMA NU: We had 
a great time last night at Roe's! And 
are looking forward to next week! 
Love the ladies of PHI SIGMA 
SIGMA. 
________ 10/11 
Ron "Kiki, Rico-Suave" Carmona 
Happy "22"nd B-Day! You'll finally 
get your scams #78 and #79! Love, 
your Sig Kap Dudes, Monika P. & 
Wendy D. 
_ _ _______ 10/11 
Heidi, Lynn, Kristin, Christie, 
Jeanne, Lisa & Dani-Thanks for 
putting up with me! You guys are all 
the greatest roommates. Love the 
messy one! 
_ _ _ ___ _ _ 10/11 
Naney-Happy 19th B-Day and 
Happy 1 yr. anniversary. You're the 
Best. Love, Gruffy 
_________ 10/11 
Advertise in the Classifieds! 
_________ 10/11 
FR-I 9 
'DA.Y 
OCT. 11, 1991 
Tanya-You're the best Alpha Garn 
mom in the world!! Thanks! Love, 
your kid, Mindy 
---- - - ---10/11 
Need a place to live? Have some-
thing to sell? Want to buy some-
thing? Check out the classifieds of 
The Daily Eastern News! We 
accept Visa and MasterCard for all 
of your advertising needs. 
----~----10/11 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Fall Semester 1991 
0800-1000 
1030-1230 
1300-1500 
1530-1730 
1900-2100 
Sat. 
Dec.7 
T-1000 
M-1100 
M-1800 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-1000 
Mon. 
Dec.9 
M-1400 
T-1800 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-0800 
T-1300 
M-1900 
Tue. 
Dec.10 
T-1100 
T-0800 
M-1600 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
T-0900 
T-0930 
T-1900 
Wed. 
Dec.11 
T-1400 
T-1500 
T-1530 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-1300 
M-1500 
W-1900 
Thur. 
Dec.12 
M-0900 
T-1600 
Makeup or 
Arranged 
M-1200 
T-1200 
T-1230 
R-1900 
1. Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the 
week irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2. Final examinations for multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the basis of the first hour 
of the multiple-hour block. · 
3. AM-, T-, W-, or R-, prefix indicates whether the first class day of the week is Monday, 
Tuesday, Wednesday, or Thursday. For example, M-0800 indicates the scheduled time 
for the final is in a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on Mon-
day, R-1900 is for a class having its first class hour meeting of the week at 1900 on 
Thursday, etc. 
4. Final examination periods indicated in the above schedule as "Makeup/Arranged" 
are to be used only in cases where: · 
a. The first class hour meeting of the week does not conform to the schedule patterns 
established herein; 
b.The meeting time of the class appears in the Summer Term Schedule as "ARR"; 
c. A student presents an approved examination change request form. 
5. Final examinations in one semester hour courses may be given at the discretion of the 
instructor and, if given, should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the 
term. -
6. Final examinations in courses numbered 4750 or above may be given at the discretion 
of an instructor ana, if given, are to conform to the schedule patterns established herein. 
7. Final examinations are to be given in all courses unless specifically exempted under the 
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above, or by departmental recommendation. 
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without written 
approval of the Dean, Student Academic Services. 
9. Instructors may not deviate from the published final examination schedule without writ-
ten approval of the department chair and the Dean of the College, according to guide-
lines established by the Vice President for Academic Affairs. 
Sam Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson 
Doonesbury 
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CONSTITUTION EXAMINATION 
The Constitution Examination will be 
given on Tuesday, November 5, 1991. 
Register in person from 11 am to 3 pm 
Monday through Friday at the booth in 
the Union Bookstore Lounge; bring a 
photo ID (driver's license preferred) and 
$2 for the fee. The registration period 
for this exam is October 16 - October 
29. 
You may retake this exam as many 
times as necessary to pass, but on 
scheduled dates only 
David K. Dodd 
Director of Testing Services 
IMPORTANT 
PLACEMENT ACTIVITIES 
Oct. 14 Letters of Application & 
Resume Writing, 4:00 pm to 5:00 pm, 
Charleston/Mattoon Rm. 
Oct. 17 Effective Interview Tech. 
3 :30 pm to 4:30 pm, 
Charleston/Mattoon Rm. 
Shirley Stewart, Director 
Career Planning and Placement 
REAPPLICATION FOR GRADUATION 
Any student who has applied for 
graduation for a future semester or 
summer tern and then finds that he/she 
will be graduating at a different time 
MUST reapply for graduation in the 
Records Office. There is no additional 
charge for reapplying. Reapplications 
must be accomplished no later than the 
published deadline of the new semester 
or summer term when he/she plans to 
graduate. For Spring Semester 1992, 
the deadline is Friday, January 17, 
1992. 
John H. Conley 
Registrar 
STUDENT GRADE REPORTS 
At the close of each grading period, 
Student Grade Reports are mailed to 
the home address listed by the stu-
dents - NOT the local address. Please 
be sure that you have requested a 
change of address with Housing if there 
has been a change in your home 
address to which grades will be mailed. 
John H. Conley 
Registrar 
DROP DEADLINE 
The deadline for dropping a class 
and receiving an automatic "W''. for the 
class is TUESDAY, OCTOBER 22. Be 
sure to call in on the Touch-Tone 
System at least 15 minutes before clos-
ing time. 
Michael D. Taylor 
Director of Registration 
TEXTBOOK RENTAL SERVICE 
Textbook Sales for the Fall 91 
· semester will be in progress beginning 
Monday, September 30th, and will end 
on Friday, November 8th. Students may 
purchase, at full replacement cost, text-
books checked out to them for courses 
in which they are currently enrolled, 
subject to the availability of replace-
ments. Students need to bring in the 
textbooks in with them at the time of 
purchase. Textbook rental Service hour 
of operation are 8:00 a.m. to 12:00 
p.m., and 1 :00 p.m . to 4:30 p.m. 
Monday thru Friday. 
Monty R. Bennett Director, 
Textbook Rental Service 
FINAL EXAM CHANGES 
• Students who have three final exami-
nations scheduled for one day may 
complete a request for change in the 
office of the Dean, Student Academic 
Services, Old Main 116. Forms for 
requesting a change are now available 
and must be submitted no later than 
Friday, November 22. Students are dis-
couraged from requesting instructors to 
deviate from the published examination 
schedule. Reasons of personal conve-
nience such as work, transportation 
arrangements or vacation plans, do not 
constitute grounds for approval of 
examination change requests. 
Samuel J. Taber, Dean 
Student Academic Services 
CORRESPONDENCE COURSE 
Students who plan to take any work 
by correspondence from some other 
college/university MUST have that 
course approved in the Records Office 
prior to enrolling for the course. 
Students should ask to see Mr. Conley 
or Ms. Harvey to discuss work by corre-
spondence. 
Friday, October 11 , 1991 
SPRING REGISTRATION 
Students assigned to the Academic 
Assistance Center must make an 
appointment to register for the Spring, 
1992 term. Students assigned to the 
Center are all freshmen , pre-business 
majors and students who have not 
declared or met admission require-
ments to their selected majors. The 
appointment must be made in person. 
PHONE CALLS FOR APPOINTMENT 
DATES WILL NOT BE ACCEPTED. 
The Assistance Center is located in 
Blair Hall, Room #100. Office hours are 
Monday through Friday, 8:00 a.m. -
4:30 p.m. 
C.B. Campbell, Director 
Academic Assistance 
UNCLEAR RECORDS 
The academic records for students 
who have outstanding obligations with 
such departments as Booth Library, 
Athletic Department, Textbook Rental 
Service, Financial Aids, Chemistry 
Department, Security, Housing, etc .. 
will be marked unclear. Each student 
should check with all departments to 
clear all obligations prior to semester or 
summer term breaks and/or leaving the 
University permanently. 
Official transcripts for any student 
with an unclear record will be withheld 
and not sent to any one or any place. A 
hold on a student's records includes 
witholding grade reports and precludes 
readmission, registration, or graduation. 
John H. Conley 
Registrar 
GRADUATION 
REQUIREMENT DEADLINE 
For a student to be considered a Fall 
Semester graduate, ALL graduation 
requirements must be met by 4:30 p.m. 
on Friday, January 3, 1992. This means 
that any removals of incompletes, 
changes of grades, or official tran-
scripts of academic work from other 
institutions MUST reach the Records 
Office by that date. If all requirements 
are not met, the student should reapply 
for graduation for Spring Semester 
1992 no later than Friday, January 17, 
1992. 
John H. Conley 
Registrar 
The Dally E.asterri Ne 
Friends & C0 
509 Van Buren Ave. 
Presents on Sat. Oct 12th 
"DOOM" IN THE DUNGEO 
EIU'S Hottest Jazz Trio 
Totally Cutting Loose In The Dunge 
THIS ONE YOU DON'T WANT TO Ml 
DRINK SPECIAL 
$2°0 PITCHERS -
•• I CARRY-OUT SPECIAL . GOOD 7 DAYS A WEEK I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
.A Large (16") 
Sausage Pizz 
. $6.95 
Good on Carry-Out Only 7 Days a Week 
Offer E><J)ires April 30, 1992 
Stretch It At 
909 18th Street 
Charleston 
348-7515 
•I . PLEASE PRESENrnus COUPON WHEN PICKING UP 0 ........... , ...... . 
WARBLER YEARBOOK 
Group Photos 
THIS WEEK ONL V! ! ! 
*Let the students know through the yearbook who you are. 
This is a good way to get your organization's name out. 
*Each black and white photo can have up to 40 people and wil-I 
fit on 1 /3 of a page. The cost for this black & white picture is $55 
for 1/3 page, $100 for 2/3 page, $160 for 1 page or $250 for 2 pages. 
*Photo shots begin __ Monday, Oct. 7 - Friday, Oct. 11 from 5-9 p.m. 
in Coleman Hall. 
For an appointment or any questions call 581-2'812 between 9 and 4 p.m. 
*REMINDER ---~---- RETURN YOUR PROOFS* 
*If you've received your individual portrait proofs, please return 
them as soon as possible to Yearbook Associates. 
*The· Yearbook Associate portrait photographer will return to campus 
Oct. 24-25 and Oct. 28-31 for retakes. No charge for retakes 
caused by the photographer. You will be charged another sitting fee if 
you would like to try again. WALK-INS WILL BE WELCOME 
Friday, October 11, 1991 
rriers head to Indiana Invite 
the way for the Panthers are seniors Eric Baron and 
Scott Touchette, who finished third and fourth over-
all at the EIU ln\lite. 
a weekend off, the men's and women's 
ntry teams are off and and running again as 
d to Lafayette, Ind., for for the Indiana 
nal. 
Assistant coach John Mcinerney considers 
Indiana to be one of the toughest meets on the 
Panthers schedule this season, and expects Baron, 
Touchette and sophomore John Eggenberger to be 
among the leaders. But he said closing the gap 
between Eggenberger and Eastern 's No. 7 runner 
will be the real key to the team's performance. 
's course is of higher importance this sea-
se it is the site of the District IV meet Nov. 
women are coming off a strong win at their 
itational two weeks ago as Brooke Roberts 
legiate-course record in her winning effort. 
en were second overall with many of them 
g personal bests for 8,000 meters. Leading 
"Indiana is always a real competitive meet," said 
Mcinerney. "But since the district meet is going to 
be held there this. year there will probably be a lot of 
tough teams looking to run there this weekend." 
teway matchup 
the Gateway in total 
gaining 397 yards per 
Sycamores lost senior 
Bryan McGrone, who 
in sacks with five, to 
leg against Illinois State. 
a very emotional and a 
football player," said 
t doesn't help your foot-
ball team to lose a guy like that. I 
feel bad for him and for our foot-
ball team. But the game is still 
going on so.we have to have 
someone step up and do the job." 
The Panthers' offense is led by 
Jones and sophomore quarterback 
Jeff Thorne, who has thrown 12 
TD passes and leads the league in 
. passing efficiency, while ranking 
fourth in total offense. 
"Jones is a very good back," 
said Raetz. "He's multi-dimen-
sional and he's an excellent 
receiver as well. The quarterback, 
Thorne, is as good as anybody in 
our league and he's as good as 
anybody in I-AA at throwing the 
ball. He is the key because he 
does many things well and he 
makes good decisions." 
Tonite at c:/\:1. a rt y 's 
"the finest in acoustic entertainment" 
'f!!FVA{P.lff!:_-__._t?[i/ ilFiP.t:lJL. ---~cJJ@ (t('ftf ; 
· (music by Jimmy Buffet, America, Eagles & more!) 
Food and Beer Specials 
Saturday: $1.25 Large Drafts (lite & genuine) 
Afternoon: Dart Tournament (sign up early) 
Italian Beef w/fries $2.99 
Nite: 25¢ pizza slices 
UP NOW FOR SECOND HALF SEMESTER PHYSICAL EDUCATION CLASSES. 
THE FOLLOWING CLASSES STILL HAVE OPENINGS: 
1770.80 Volleyball 
1770.81 
1770.82 
1870.80 Tennis 
1870.81 
1870.82 
1870.83 
1870.84 
1920.80 Ballroom Dance 
3770.80 Volleyball Cchg 
"571 O" 08:00-09:A40 MW 
"5711" 10:00-11 :40 MW 
"5712" 12:00-13:40 MW 
"5739l' 08:00.-09:40 MW 
"5740" 10:00-11 :40 MW 
"574.1" 13:00-14:40 MW 
"5742" 08:00-09:40 TR 
"57 43" 1 0 :00-11 :40 TR 
"5751" 09:00-10:40 TR 
"5899" 12 :00-13 :40 TR 
Arranged M-F 
MG/SG 
MG/SG 
MG/SG 
LB/FH 
LB/FH 
LB/FH 
LB/FH 
LB/FH 
· LB/SB 
MG/SG 
requisite: Previous experience or permission of the instructor. 
y register for these classes by Touch Tone until the_ first day of class. 
y/Wednesday classes begin October 14th. · 
y/Thursday. classes begin October 15th. 
11A 
OPEN Billiard Bar 
& 
Restaurant 
345-7849 
Daily 11-2 
Beer Garden Open 
Daily 
Lunch - Rlbeye Steak Sandwich $3.95 
Dinner - 1 /2 Slab of Gourmet Barbeque 
Rib Dinner $6. 75 
Mama Lou's 4 o'clock club 
Delicious chicken wings (6 for $1.50) 
Mama's Oyster Shots - Special 
Mama's Free Snacks (popcorn, etc.) 
Super 20 oz. & 32 oz. Premium Beer 
(Killian extra) 
Stoli & Mixer $2.25 
SHOTS - "The Big Four" CJR - BN $2.25 
Pool ls 50¢ per hour 
' half.price after 9 PM 
BlackHawk Game 
Live DJ "ICEMAN" Friday 
''TOP· CAT" Saturday 
CoACH 
Panther Sport Shoppe 
Daily 9-8 Sun 12-5 
1414 SIXTH STREET IN OLDE TOWNE SQUARE 
ONE BLOCK NORTH OF OLD MAIN 
COLES COUNTY'S LARGEST 
SELECTION OF ATHLETIC 
SHOES & CUSTOM DESIGNED 
EIU, CHS & MATTOON HIGH 
SCHOOLCREWNECKSWEATSI 
3 • DAY BLOWOUT SALE I f 
NEW NIKE 
SHOES . 
FALL NOW 
Russell Athletic 
Sweats & T's 
Including the New High 
Cotton Llahtweight 
Sweatpanls 
II 
..,.. 
ATHL.m 
FRIDAY 
SATURDAY 
SUNDAY 
NEW REEBOK 
FALL SHOES 
NOW 
NOW 
·30°10 
off 
REMAINING SUMMER CLOTHING a SUITS 
OP - SPEEDO • BODY GLOVE LiJh 
NOW 7 5°/o off . ~ 
ALL EIU,CHS, ALL SPORTING 
MATrOON H.S. GOODS 
Crews &. T's NOW 25°/o OFF 
NOW 
q:; 
E 
INCLUDING: 
FOOTBALLS 
BASKETBALLS 
VOLLEYBALLS 
SOCCER BALLS 
BILLARDS 
BASEBALL GLOVES 
BATS & ACCESS 
~\s COACH EDDY'S ilf-i ~ TANNING SPECIAL ~"fl!i&e 
3 ·DAYS ONLY 
5 TANS·· ONLY $30.00 
2 BEDS TO CHOOSE FROM 
· o 
.,.,,-'.> : .. .. 
1//Ji 
1' 
J t 
·. 
Panthers head to ISU for crucjal Gateway match 
By R.J. GERBER 
Sports editor 
When Eastern visits Indiana 
State Saturday for both teams' 
second Gateway Conference foot-
ball contest of the season, there is 
sure to be· some frustrations aired 
out among the two schools. 
Both teams are coming off 
heartbreaking losses from their 
initial games in league play. The 
Panthers and Sycamores have 
identical records of 2-3 overall 
and 0-1 in the Gateway. Eastern 
lost at home last Saturday to 
Western Illinois on a field goal 
with 11 seconds remaining. The 
Sycamores were dealt the same 
fate courtesy of an Illinois State 
three-pointer with two seconds to 
go in Bloomington. Both teams 
will try to stay out of the Gateway 
cellar when they get together at 
6:30 p.m. in Terre Haute, Ind. 
Franklin - right behi 
123 per game. Spoo 
will try to contain F 
force ISU quarterback 
to throw the football 
connected on only 4 
his passes this season. 
"You won't stop a 
like that," said Spoo 
"We'll try to force h 
sideways more than fi 
have to make sure y 
are crisp because it's r 
tackle Jamie Jones i 
field. Any average q 
can look good if you 
look good. We've got 
something to disrupt 
Sycamore head co 
Raetz, who is in his 
at the ISU helm, said 
looking for a victo 
some confidence in it 
Eastern, which also dropped a 
controversial one-point contest to ' 
Murray State on Sept. 21, is under 
the .500 mark for the first time 
this season, but fifth-year head 
coach Bob Spoo expects his team 
to be prepared for a hard-hitting 
game against the Sycamores. 
DAN KOONCE/Photo editor 
Freshman quarterback Pete Mauch tries to complete a pass as Kent Mcintyre (90) applies the rush during 
"Every game is im 
we've lost three gam 
of eight points so we 
a way to feel good 
selves," said Raetz. 
we've played fairly 
dealing with a certain 
frustration and both' 
looking for someth 
practice Wednesday. The Panthers travel to Indiana State Saturday. 
"They're in good spirits," said 
Spoo, who is 3-1 lifetime against 
ISU. "There is an initial point 
where you're dejected, but we'll 
all rebound and respond. We have think we're both capable of play-
to look at the brighter side, get ing good defense and I'm still 
back to even and go from there very much in respect for their 
and react to forthcoming games. potential." 
"I expect a very physical game The game will also feature a 
because of those two reasons. I head-to-head matchup between 
6-4 soccer team.hosts Drake 
By KEN RYAN 
Staff writer 
It may be time for the Eastern soccer team to 
rethink the goals it set for itself at the beginning of 
the season. 
After starting out the season with a 4-0 record, 
the Panthers set their goals high, many players 
believed they could reach the NCAA tournament. 
Although those goals still are not impossible, the 
team will need to get back on a winning streak, 
starting at 2 p.m. Saturday, when the Drake 
Bulldogs visit Lakeside Field. 
"I think their (the team's) confidence is low," 
head coach Cizo Mosnia said. "I think maybe the 
team's goals were set a little too high and that may 
have hurt us a bit." 
Drake, a member of the Missouri Valley 
Conference, comes into the match with the 
Panthers with a 4-6 record and has yet to play a 
conference game. 
Most of the Bulldogs' scoring has come from 
Ezia Hendrickson, who has eight goals and 
Andrew Guarenie, who has 16 points on five goals 
and six assists. . 
Mosnia said that he does not know too much 
about the Drake team, but he does know that the 
Bulldogs have some talented players. 
"They are going to be a good team," Mosnia 
said. "They have a few good players that can score 
goals and they gave us a good match the last time 
we played them." 
One thing that should help Eastern get back on 
the winning track is the return of senior Tom 
Pardo. The defenseman from Florissant, Mo., had 
to sit out the final 12 minutes of a 3-2 loss to 
Illinois State and the entire game against Western 
Illinois on Wednesday when the Panthers dropped 
a 3-1 decision to the Leathernecks. 
Pardo received a red card for tackling a Redbird 
player, who was in on an attack and had an open 
shot on goal. 
Sophomore goaltender Eric Manibog made his 
second start of the season against Western Illinois 
on Wednesday, allowing all three Leatherneck 
goals. He said that he does not know if he will get 
the nod for the game with Drake. 
"It is always 50-50 in practice, with me and 
John (Gouriotis)," Manibog said. "We never know 
until the day of the game who will get the start." 
Mosnia said that the team will not make too 
many changes in order to break out of its slump. 
"There may be some changes in the lineup," 
Mosnia said. "But it will not be anything major. I 
just think we need to feel good about ourselves 
and we have to re-evaluate our goals and start 
over." 
Spikers head to Eastern· M.ichigan_ 
By KEITH FARROLL 
Staff writer 
Eastern 's volleyball team is 
looking to get back on the win-
ning track this weekend as it 
takes part in the Eastern Michigan 
Tournament. 
The Lady Panthers (7-10) have 
lost their last two matches. The 
team, however, has been working 
on a three middle hitter offense in 
preparation for the Gateway 
Conference season. 
"We'll have to see if it will 
work," said coach Betty Ralston. 
.. I feel we have to try these things 
in match situations. We will try to 
play this most of the weekend 
then we'll make the decision 
whether we will run the offense 
once conference starts." 
Ralston said this tournament -is 
not as competitive as the other 
tournaments which the team has 
played in this year. The other 
teams competing in the tourna-
ment are Eastern Michigan (3-
11 ), Loyola-Chicago ( 12-6) and 
Wentzer University from Canada 
(3-3). 
Ralston said she expects the 
Ramblers from Loyola to pose the 
toughest challenge for her team. 
The Panthers defeated the 
Ramblers earlier this year in the 
EIU Classic, however, Loyola has 
won five games in a row going 
into the tournament. 
"My girls are pumped up now. 
We are pretty confident that we 
are going to win," said Loyola 
coach Teresa Boyle. 
"Everybody's hot, Everybody 's 
consistent, our hitting percentage 
is up, I'm real excited." 
Eastern Michigan lost four 
starters from last year's regionally 
ranked squad and is struggliQg 
early on. Last year Eastern 
Michigan won its own tourna-
ment. 
two of the premier senior running · 
backs in the Gateway. Eastern is 
led by tailback Jamie Jones, who 
is second in league rushing with 
123.6 yards per contest, while 
ISU counters with Derrick 
good about." 
Indiana State's d 
hope to shut down 
Panther offensive at 
Women's. tennis he 
for Gateway Tourn 
By RYAN GIUSTI 
Staff writer 
The women's tennis team 
has picked a good time to get 
hot. 
The Lady Panthers will trav-
el to St. Louis for the Gateway 
Conference Tournament, which 
begins Friday. Last week 
Eastern won the five-team 
McClure Tournament in 
Decatur, and Tuesday beat 
Millikin University to continue 
its winning ways. 
The Gateway Tournament is 
the final meet of the fall season 
for the Lady Panthers and 
coach John Ross hopes for a 
good showing. 
"If we play well, we will 
give the other teams a good 
run," Ross said. 
Eastern will try to avenge 
losses to several Gateway 
teams. Indiana State, Illinois 
State, Western Illinois, and 
Southern Illinois all defeated 
Eastern earlier in the season. 
"I do not think ,we are that 
far behind those teams," Ross 
said. "We are starting to put it 
together." · 
There are five other teams in 
the Gateway that Eastern has 
not faced this year. Drake, 
Southwest Missouri State, 
Bradley, Wichita State, and 
Northern Iowa will also com-
pete in St. Louis this weekend. 
Drake and SMSU are the 
favorites going into the 10-
team meet Ross said. 
"We just have to try to beat 
whatever opponent 
at us," Ross said. " 
play hard one throu 
Four freshmen wi 
for the Lady Panthe 
singles players 
Wulfers, Kathy Tr 
· McCluskey, and i 
Melissa Welch. Ro 
Eastern 's singles 
senior Jill Bachoc 
Lisa Berg, and soph 
Madura. The thre 
teams will co 
Bachochin and se 
Holste, Welch and 
Wulfers and se 
Brannon. 
Ross said his sq 
well against Milli · 
we played well con 
just came off of w 
McClure Tournam 
was a chance for a 
Ross said. "It just 
mentally tough we 
It was the final 
son meet for Easte 
and for Ross ende 
season as a NCAA c 
"It was a great 
experience," Ross s 
da)' one until now I 
lot. I made some m 
hopefully I will not 
again." 
After a slow start 
son, the Lady Panth 
ishing strong and 
can surprise some s 
the Gateway touma 
"If we are peakin 
peaking at the rig 
Ross said . 
